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Abstract
Kaleta, Jeffrey P. Ph.D. The University of Memphis, August 2015.
How Image Relevance, Rank Ordering, Humans in Images and Preference for
Social Presence Affect Information Search Behaviors in Online Environments.
Co-Major Professors: Kettinger, William J. Ph.D. and Zhang, Chen Ph.D.
Searching for information related to news, entertainment, products, destinations,
or other varieties of information is a core activity in online environments. This two-essay
dissertation examines the information search process in online environments, focusing on
how information cues (e.g., images and rank order) in search result pages influence users’
evaluation and selection behavior. The first essay investigates the strength of images as
information cues within ordered sets and how they affect the evaluation and selection
behaviors of consumers. Essay two studies how humans in images during information
search influence users’ evaluation and selection behaviors. Both essays contribute to
existing literature by expanding our understanding of how image information cues affect
online search behavior.
The first study looks at the role images play in online consumer search as an
information cue contained in ordered sets common in search result pages. To investigate
this question, a lab experiment is conducted using eye-tracking measures to assess the
level of cognitive processing a person exhibits on images. Our findings confirm prior
literature showing that image rank order is significant in drawing consumer attention.
More importantly, our findings show that both image relevancy and image rank order
significantly influence product link selection. Additionally, the level of cognitive
evaluation of the image positively moderates the impact of image relevancy on selection.
Our research results add clarity concerning the importance of images in online search and
serves as the beginning of a research stream investigating the effects of other information
iv

cues (e.g., text) on search. For practitioners, we anticipate our findings will provide
useful insight for website designers on the use of relevant images in search result pages.
The use of humans in images has also become a pervasive information cue in
result pages on video search sites and has been considered an appealing trait providing
guidance to positive search outcomes. However, we propose that when searching for
videos online, images with humans can be either a distraction or a benefit depending
upon the type of information one is seeking. Expanding on the first essay, the second
study examines the effect that humans depicted in images has on people’s evaluation and
selection behaviors during search. Anchored on information foraging theory, this study
utilizes an experimental approach to assess people’s preferences toward the use of
humans in images during search. The findings indicate that when people seek information
related to facts, features, or characteristics of a product, including humans in images can
deter people from selecting associated videos. In comparison, in tasks where people are
seeking information on how to do a task, humans in images have no significant effect.
Additionally, our findings suggest that people’s preference for social presence can
positively moderate the impact of humans in images, improving the likelihood that the
associated links will be selected when humans are present in images.
These two studies add to the current body of knowledge by uncovering aspects of
the process of search and how images influence online search behavior. We not only
explain how individuals make use of images as a relevant information cue but also
investigate the interaction between an individual’s preference toward social presence and
the influence of humans in images in online search. Furthermore, we highlight the need to
take into consideration the type of search being conducted along with people’s personal
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preferences when providing images as information cues. In practice, this research can aid
web designers in two ways. First, it can provide insights on how information cues in
presentations can alter search behavior. Secondly, it highlights the criticality of image
relevancy, the use of humans in images, and how these characteristics affect users’
evaluation of search results and link selection.
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Introduction
This paper presents an investigation into the influence of information cues on
people’s online search behavior. In the first essay, we propose and empirically test that
image relevancy affects user selection behaviors when viewing a list of search results. In
the second essay, we look deeper into the influence of images during search by
investigating how humans in images and people’s personal preference toward social
presence influence their selection behavior.
In today’s online shopping environment, retailers often provide search tools for
customers visiting their sites. Contained with their search results are various information
cues that consumers use to aid them in selecting a product that meet their needs.
Typically the products are displayed in an ordered set perceived by most people to be
sequenced in order of descending relevancy. Accompanying the product listings are
information cues, such as text and image thumbnails of the product, intended to provide a
glimpse of the product that is detailed on the linked webpage. People use these cues to
evaluate the search results and identify the products they will further evaluate in detail.
The key objective of the first essay is to answer How product-related image cues and
rank order cues influence consumer evaluation of a list of search results. Through the
lens of information foraging theory, where people use cues to seek rich sources of
information, we develop a set of hypotheses to answer this question. The study utilizes a
lab experiment using eye tracking and survey responses to test the hypotheses. The
findings of the study suggest that rank order may be able to attract people’s attention and
that the relevancy of the image cues can influence the links people select.
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To extend the investigation of the role of images in online search, the second
study looks into the use of humans in images in the search for videos online. YouTube is
a popular source for online videos and by some reports has been considered to be the
second largest search engine on the web (next to Google). Videos that receive greater
amounts of views have financial benefits for both advertisers and video creators. Many of
the thumbnails represent videos about products or videos that demonstrate processes to
accomplish a task. With these thumbnails, some include humans while others do not. One
perspective of prior research suggests that humans in images can be a benefit in the
online environment by increasing image appeal and satisfying individual preference
prompting an affective response. However, considering the lens of information foraging
theory, information search is a rational goal-driven process, in which people follow cues
that lead them to rich information sources that satisfy their search goal. Hence, humans in
images may have a positive influence on search behavior when they are congruent with
the search goal.
To identify the influence of humans in images on the evaluation and selection of a
list of search results, we conducted a lab experiment. People are asked to conduct two
types of search; search for information about facts regarding things or events, and search
for information regarding how to complete a process or task. The findings suggest that
humans in images act as a distractor when people seek information regarding facts about
things or events. When people search for procedural information regarding how to do
something, humans in images do not seem to have a significant impact on the selection of
the associated videos. However, people’s preference toward social presence mitigates the
negative impact of humans in images in declarative search tasks. In procedural search
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tasks, this preference toward social presence increases the likelihood that people will
select videos with humans in their thumbnail images
To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first study to examine the role of
humans in images in online search. Furthermore, we highlight the need to take into
consideration the type of search being conducted when investigating the impact of
information cues on online search behavior. Lastly, we augment the information foraging
perspective by combining it people’s preferences to complement the rational choice
model commonly used to examine online search behavior. The findings in essay 2 also
benefit web designers, online retailers, and video creators that are responsible for imagery
displayed in search results.
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Essay 1: Rising through the Ranks: A Study of the Impact of Image Positioning and
Cognitive Processing in Online Search
Abstract
Considerable research has recognized that rank ordering of online search results
influences consumer selection. However, there is little research examining the
relationship of pictures (images) relative to rank ordering in search engine result pages.
This study examines this relationship and determines the role that images play in online
search relative to rank ordering. An eye tracking methodology is employed in an
experimental setting to evaluate the amount of user’s cognitive processing of image cues.
Results show that image relevancy and rank order significantly affect product link
selection. Also, greater cognitive processing of images acts as moderator of the
relationships accentuating the effect of image relevance on product link selections.
While cognitive processing partially mediates the relationship between rank order and
selection, surprisingly, it was found that when images are more relevant there was less
cognitive processing of the image. This set of findings demonstrates the importance of
rank order, images, and cognitive processing in consumer search, and points researchers
to consider multiple cue and their interactions in further research of online search.
Practical implications for online retailers in designing consumer websites are highlighted.
Introduction
It is often said that ‘A picture is worth 1,000 words’, but is this true in online
consumer search? We know that consumers are increasingly purchasing goods and
services through online channels employing search engines. Beyond portal websites, like
Google, a majority of online retail stores provide an internal search engine to direct
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consumers to relevant products. These search engines provide consumers with the
opportunity to learn more about specific features of products, and influence their
likelihood to select a product for purchase.
Online search is a process consisting of a number of steps. After consumers enter
their search criteria and execute the search, a list of search results summarizing the
matching products is presented. Various informational cues such as the sequenced
ordering of items based on relevance, images, textual summaries, and product ratings are
often included in the search results. Past research has considered some factors that
influence the extent of search in terms of time and effort (e.g., Huang, Lurie, & Mitra,
2009), size of consideration set (e.g., Punj & Moore, 2009), purchase decision (e.g.,
Bettman, Luce, & Payne, 1998), and online search satisfaction (e.g., Diehl & Zauberman,
2005).
Among the various informational cues availed in online search, an item’s ranking
within a sequence of items has received the most research (e.g., Dou, Lim, Su, Zhou, &
Cui, 2010; Joachims, Granka, Pan, Hembrooke, & Gay, 2005). These studies suggest that
an item’s ranked position influences the individual’s perception of the item and the
likelihood of selecting the item. Nonetheless, there is a lack of research investigating the
impact of multiple informational cues in the search process, especially how different
cues, such as images, influence online search behavior. Given that online retailers are
increasingly providing rich visual cues such as product images, product demonstration
videos, and other multimedia information, it is becoming more important to understand
how consumers use these visual cues together with rank ordering to guide their search
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behavior. Therefore, our research question is: how do product-related image cues and
rank order cues influence consumer evaluation of a list of search results?
To answer this question, a lab experiment is conducted taking advantage of eye
tracking technology. The data collected from the eye tracking measurement device allows
us to observe the eye movements of the subjects while they evaluate a set of search
results presented to them.
This study contributes to the IS and consumer search literature by focusing on a
key step in the search process – evaluation of a set of search results including images. By
adopting the eye tracking methodological approach, this study connects online consumer
search behaviors with cognitive processes. The results of this research add clarity
concerning the importance of images in online search and serves as the beginning of a
research stream investigating additional information cues (e.g., text, video) towards a
comprehensive understanding of the interactive effects of multiple cues on search. For
practitioners, it is anticipated that the findings will provide useful insight for website
design on the use of images in search engine result pages and how they influence
consumers’ evaluation of search results.
Literature Review
Information search behavior has been investigated in several disciplines such as
information sciences (e.g., Marchionini, 1997; 2006), cognitive science (e.g., Chi et al.,
2003; Fu & Pirolli, 2007; Pirolli & Card, 1999), and consumer behavior (e.g., Bettman,
Luce, & Payne, 1998; Klein & Ford, 2003; Punj & Staelin, 1983; Schmidt & Spreng,
1996). In the following section, a review is provided discussing each stream of literature
relevant to this study’s objective in the investigation of search.
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Online Consumer Search
From the consumer’s perspective, search helps the consumer gather information
and learn about products (Bettman et al., 1998; Klein & Ford, 2003; Punj & Staelin,
1983; Schmidt & Spreng, 1996). Search also allows consumers to build a consideration
set of options that are assessed in making a final choice. A rich body of literature
focusing on consumers’ information search behavior (e.g., Moorthy, Ratchford, &
Talukdar, 1997; Punj & Staelin, 1983; Ratchford, 1982) builds on the economic theory of
search (e.g., Rothschild, 1973; Stigler, 1961) and adopts a cost-benefit framework in
examining consumer search. Other studies either adopt the psychological and
motivational approach (e.g., Spreng & Olshavsky, 1989) or an information processing
approach to study consumer choice (e.g., Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993). In the past
two decades, a number of studies have focused on consumer search behavior in the online
environment and identified a number of factors influencing the extent of online search
(e.g., breadth and depth of search, time and effort spent) and the outcome of online search
(e.g., satisfaction, search effectiveness, search efficiency). These determinants of search
are often categorized as situational (e.g., time constraints, previous experience),
individual (e.g., value, personality), social (e.g., culture, reference group), and online
environmental (e.g., website quality, website interface) factors (see Darley, Blankson, &
Luethge, 2010 for a review). However, the majority of these studies on online consumer
search tend to treat the process of search as a single step in a decision making process,
focusing more on the antecedents and the outcomes of search with limited focus on the
actual search mechanisms and the process itself (Peterson & Merino, 2003).
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Consumers’ Use of Online Stores’ Internal Search Engines
Given that search is a complex process, iterative in nature (Zhang, Öörni,
Kettinger, & Kaleta , 2011), and consists of multiple steps, this study’s aim is to narrow
its focus on a key step of this process, the consumers’ initial evaluation of search results.
As pointed out by the information processing approach in a study of consumer
choice (e.g., Bettman et al., 1998, Payne et al., 1993), due to consumers’ limited working
memory and computational capabilities, their information processing capabilities are
limited, leading to the constructive nature of their preferences. Hence, consumers’
choices are often contingent on a number of individual characteristics and contextual
factors of products. For example, choice among a set of options is not only dependent on
the characteristics of a single option but also dependent on the characteristics of the other
options in the set as well as how the set is displayed (Bettman et al., 1998). After the
consumer types in the keywords that represent the product s/he is interested in, the
retailer’s search engine identifies the matching products and presents them as a set of
options in a default order. Typically, the consumer has the option of selecting the
sequencing order (e.g., ascending in price, descending in price, bestselling, most recent)
in which the results are displayed.
The majority of online stores provide site search tools such as internal search
engines to make it more convenient and easier for customers to find the products they
need (Baty & Lee, 1995). Furthermore, the internal site search feature is one of the most
used navigational aids on these online retailer websites with an average of 18 percent of
all visitors using this feature (Kaushik, 2009). Recognizing the importance of the search
feature, retailers such as Walmart rely on online search, where they see conversions from
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searches to sales at approximately 15 % (Kim, 2012). However, despite the prevalence
of internal search engines at online retail websites and the importance of internal search
to online consumers, there is a lack of research that studies consumer online search
behavior associated with internal search engines. Hence, this research focuses on this
research context.
When presenting search results to consumers, online stores often provide multiple
informational cues such as text, images, and sequenced ordering of products to help guide
consumers toward the information they are searching for. According to information
foraging theory, information cues provide a metaphoric scent trail that leads individuals
towards larger collections of information (Pirolli & Card, 1999). As consumers conduct
their search, they rely upon these cues to identify and gather necessary information
related to their search problem. The aim of this study is to focus on the influence of two
types of information cues – 1) the relevancy of the images cues in relation to the search
goal and 2) the ranked position an individual image appears in the sequenced ordering of
search results.
Next, a review is given on the relevant literature on consumers’ evaluation of a set
of products from consumer behavior research, an images ranked position in an ordered
set on individuals’ evaluation of search results, as well as, the impact of an image’s
relevancy on consumers’ perception and behavior.
Consumers’ Evaluation of a Set of Products
Prior research finds that the size of the set (Diehl & Poynor, 2010) as well as
whether the set is displayed sequentially or simultaneously (Mogilner, Shiv, & Iyengar,
2013) influences individuals’ satisfaction. Furthermore, the sequenced ordering of
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products influences their perceptions and decisions in various contexts, such as
evaluations of hedonic experiences (Ariely & Zauberman, 2000), and forms their
consideration sets (Cai & Xu, 2008).
It has been shown that product quality or price ordering (e.g., descending,
ascending, random orders) of a sequenced list of products has a direct influence on the
consumer’s selection decision. For example, assuming product quality is positively
correlated with price, consumers tend to choose products with higher quality when the list
is in descending order of product quality than when the list is in ascending order or
random order (Cai & Xu, 2008). In the context where products have different brands and
where consumer quality perception are correlated or uncorrelated with price, consumers
tend to choose higher-priced brands when differing brands are listed in descending price
order (Suk, Lee, & Lichtenstein, 2012).
Furthermore, the relationship between the sequenced ordering of products and
consumers’ evaluation of the search experience is moderated by the amount of search
consumers engage in. Diehl and Zauberman (2005) find that consumers tend to evaluate
items listed in improving utility value more positively than those in declining utility
value. The longer consumers search, the stronger is such a relationship. The reasoning for
this relationship is that declining and improving orderings have different key
psychological moments (i.e., trend and end), and different levels of average quality.
In addition, given that consumers are often presented with multiple cues, these
cues may interact with each other. For example, when multiple products are displayed on
multiple pages, the consistency between price cue and popularity cue influences
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consumers’ perception of the first page’s value, which in turn influences sales from the
first page (Xu, Cai, & Kim, 2012).
Rank Order and the Evaluation of Search Results
Information on a search engine result page is commonly displayed as a sequenced
order of search results listed from the top to the bottom of the page. The display of
information listed, in both sequence and position, is meaningful to a user and influences
his/her decision making when evaluating the information (Dou et al., 2010). The
sequence of items refers to the serial ordering of a set of items presented in a search
engine result page based on a characteristic chosen either by the search engine algorithm
(i.e., relevance) or a selection made by the individual (i.e. price). An individual item’s
position is the location where it exists or ranks within the sequence of items displayed on
the page and commonly is referred to as an items rank order. Items listed at the top of a
search engine result page are high in in the rank order and items listed lower in the page
are low in rank order.
With use, individuals have grown accustomed to seeing the most relevant items
high in rank order, positioned at the top of search result pages (Dou et al., 2010).
Consequently, individuals are less likely to select the items low in rank order, placed at
lower positions of the result page (Joachims et al., 2005). The placement of an item on
the top of a search result page signals a high level of relevance of that item to the
individual. Furthermore, when unfamiliar brands are placed above more familiar brands
in a search result page, individuals may assume there is a likeness between the brands,
and potentially, a sense of superiority of the unknown brand (Dou et al., 2010).
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Images as Informational Cues and Their Impact on Consumer Perception and
Behavior
Images associated with products often provide an abundance of information and
shape the expectations of individuals with a single glance (Miniard, Bhatla, Lord,
Dickson, & Unnava, 1991; Mitchell & Olson, 1981; Scott & Vargas, 2007; Woodruff,
Rosenholtz, Morrison, Faulring, & Pirolli, 2002). Objects within images and the contexts
where they are placed give individuals information not only about the appearance of an
object but also about the relationship it has with its environment. This allows for larger
amounts of information to be represented in images than is possible with text alone.
Images can provide consumers with a representation of product characteristics that shape
their attitudes and beliefs about the product and its potential performance (Mitchell &
Olson, 1981; Scott & Vargas, 2007). Images in a list of search results help shape a
person’s attitudes and beliefs about each search result. Dependent upon a user’s search
goal, relevant and meaningful images can be strong cues and become meaningful to the
search process.
Despite the advances of the above-mentioned research, little inquiry has moved
beyond looking at the impact of a single informational cue. However, there often exist
multiple cues influencing consumer behavior in online search (Xu et al., 2012) such as
how image cue interacts with rank order to influence consumers’ evaluation of search
results. This study addressed this gap in the literature.
Eye Tracking as a Method of Data Collection
To answer the key research questions, an eye tracking method is employed. Eye
tracking data adds value to studies of human website interaction by providing evidence
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associated with the process of search (Guan & Cultrell, 2007; Joachims et al., 2005;
Sherman, 2005). Hence, eye tracking has been an informative tool in understanding web
usability behavior (Neilson & Pernice, 2010), the effects of rank order in search result
pages (Guan & Cultrell, 2007; Joachims et al., 2005; Sherman, 2005), and the effects of
human images in websites (Cyr, Head, Larios, & Pan, 2009). By using eye tracking
measures along with clickstream data, a rich source of information can be collected to
draw conclusions of the search process and the way individuals interact with the
information presented to them.
The data derived from eye tracking measurement allows researchers to capture
eye movements of subjects when completing visually related tasks (Rayner, 1978; 1998).
Eye movements are typically denoted as either saccades or fixations. Saccades refer to
the movement of the eyes when looking from one point to the next. Fixations refer the
points between saccades, indicating a point where a person is momentarily gazing.
Fixations on a particular area of interest are correlated to a person’s visual attention,
indicating active cognitive processing of the features where they are gazing. Very simply,
if a person has greater fixations, in both duration and frequency, in a particular area of
interest, it indicates a cognitive activity in processing the information gazed upon
(Rayner, 1978; 1998). Both measures have been adopted to approximate the amount of
cognitive effort a person employs during a visual scan of a scene or a text reading task
(Lam, Chau, & Wong, 2007; Rayner, 1978; 1998).
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Hypotheses Development
Image Relevancy and Cognitive Evaluation
Information cues presented to users influence their levels of cognitive processing.
Although there are a variety of factors that play a role in human cognitive processing,
without cognitively processing presented information, it is not possible for people to
respond to it. In goal oriented information search tasks, users process a variety of
information cues and evaluate their meaning, thus influencing their search behaviors.
Images, as an information cues, impact the amount of visual attention that a
person exercises. Factors relating to visual attention are typically described as bottom up
or top down. Bottom up factors are typically natural tendencies that attract attention
based on what is in the field of view. These salient factors draw attention based on unique
characteristic such as size, shape, color, or movement (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002;
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Judd, 2011). Top down factors are more cognitive by nature
and motivated by a goal of the individual. A person’s knowledge and expectations drive
top down factors (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Judd, 2011).
The goal seeking behavior of search motivates top down factors of visual
attention, driving the cognitive efforts of the individual. In search tasks, users direct their
gaze by looking for characteristics of the objects within images that match their
expectations of relevant items related to the task. When images contain objects that are
not relevant to the search goal, they are suppressed from their visual attention, thus
leaving capacity in working memory to focus on images that are higher in relevancy to
the search goal (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). In effect, this motivates greater cognitive
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evaluation of relevant images. An image’s level of relevancy is the amount of relatedness
the object within the image has with the search goal.
Furthermore, in studies investigating goal oriented visual search, where
individuals must find information within a scene, people have a tendency to quickly scan
a scene looking for target shapes or objects that are most informative (Rayner, 1978;
1998). Generally, the eyes have a tendency to move toward and fixate longer on visually
informative areas than on less informative areas (Rayner, 1978; 1998). In the context of
viewing scenes, a greater amount of eye fixation is considered to represent a greater
amount of cognitive processing regarding the objects of the gaze (Rayner, 1978; 1998).
In sum, more relevant information cues, such as those offered by relevant images, should
receive greater amounts of visual attention and cognitive processing than less relevant
cues, given that more relevant cues are more informative.
Over multiple eye tracking studies, the duration and frequency of eye fixations a
person places upon sections of a picture or a scene has been found to be highly correlated
with the amount of cognitive evaluation regarding the stimuli (Rayner, 1978; 1998). For
the purposes of this study, the extent and the frequency to which a person gazes upon a
cue and applies pensive effort in assessing that cue is defined as user’s cognitive
evaluation.
Search result pages present multiple images that users must assess to determine
their level of significance with the search goal. Providing the discussion above, it is
expected that users will spend a greater amount of time evaluating and gazing upon
images high in relevancy. In other words, images high in relevancy are more likely to
bring about greater cognitive evaluation from users than images low in relevancy.
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H1: Image relevancy has a positive impact on cognitive evaluation of the product
image on the search result page.
Image Rank Order and Cognitive Evaluation
The sequenced ordering of items listed in search results has been found to
influence the levels of cognitive evaluation of users in search tasks. Based on eye
tracking studies related to search, users have a tendency to gaze more upon snippets high
in rank order positioned first in a sequenced order at the top of listed search results
(Joachims et al., 2005; Lorigo et al., 2008; Neilson & Pernice, 2005; Sherman, 2005).
Some explanations of the increased visual attention for items at the top of a search engine
result pages are related to schemas derived from user expectation in search (Dou et al.,
2010). Other explanations include top down factors that draw visual attention based on
the expected spatial location of objects typically derived from prior knowledge or
experience (Desimone & Duncan, 1995).
The potential explanations and the empirical evidence suggest that individuals
cognitively process the information at greater levels when the information is presented at
or near the top of search result page. With this consideration, it is anticipated that images
located at the top of search result pages will receive greater amount of cognitive
evaluation.
H2: High image rank order has a positive impact on cognitive evaluation of the
product image on the search result page.
Image Relevancy and Link Selection
Images are rich information cues salient in portraying the features and
characteristics of objects in them and communicating a degree of relevancy toward a
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search goal. Compared with text cues, image cues provide a source of information that
users can assess in a single glance, requiring less time and effort to evaluate and
comprehend. Images provide information about an object’s context, giving not only
descriptive information, but also explain how the object relates to other objects. An
equivalent textual description conveying the same information requires individuals to
spend more time and effort reading and processing the information. When search results
consist of textual information only, total search time is longer than when search results
consist of both textual information and images, confirming that images facilitate the
processing of information in search process (Woodruff et al., 2002).
To assist with search, the information in the search results must be relevant to the
user’s search goal. Images contained within snippets should provide relevant information
that is meaningful to the individual, and when they do, can lead toward further
investigation of associated product pages. Images that fail to provide information relevant
to the user’s search are quickly evaluated and ignored, practically eliminating the
opportunity for selection. Meanwhile, images greater in relevancy to the search goal are
more likely to capture the interest of the individual, be evaluated with greater interest,
and be selected by the individual.
H3: Image relevancy has a direct positive impact on product link selection.
Image Rank Order and Link Selection
Several studies have found that items presented high in rank order at the top of a
set of search results are the most likely to be selected (Animesh, Viswanathan, &
Agarwal, 2011; Dou et al. 2010). Dou et al. (2010) explain that sequenced ordering items
activate a schema of implicit knowledge that motivate consumers’ belief that the position
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in which an item is displayed on a page is an indicator of relevant sources and brand
strength. This highlights the notion that individuals consider the higher rank order
position of search results as an information cue toward the relevancy of linked webpages
displayed in search engine result pages. Users tend to expect highly relevant items to be
located at the top of a set of search results due to their familiarity with search engine
result pages listing search results in descending relevance.
The effect of ordering carries on to all cues contained within the snippets of a set
of search results. For example, images contained within the snippets of the search results
higher on the page may indicate greater relevancy than images listed lower on the page.
When users evaluate images with respect to other images in an ordered set of search
results, the image’s relative position influences user selection behavior. The higher
position an image holds in a rank ordered set, the more likely it will be selected.
H4: Image rank order has a positive impact on product link selection on the
search result page.
Cognitive Evaluation and Selection
The amount of time spent in evaluating search results and the cognitive evaluation
of search results can have a direct effect on selection. Longer amounts of eye fixations
have been highly correlated with click stream behaviors showing a greater likeliness of
link selection (Joachims et al., 2005; Lorigo et al., 2008). Greater amounts of cognitive
evaluation demonstrated by users indicate extended thought in establishing a selection set
for evaluation.
Within a decision making process, consumers can determine rather quickly when
an item is a good match for their need or not. A consumer taking additional time to
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evaluate a product for consideration increases the likeliness that an item will be included
in their evaluation set. Carrying the effect toward information cues, images exhibiting a
greater amount of cognitive evaluation from the user can strengthen the likeliness of
selection.
H5: Cognitive evaluation of the product image has a positive impact on product
link selection on the search result page.
Cognitive Evaluation Moderating Impact of Image Relevancy on Selection
The amount of working memory required to cognitively process and make sense
of the objects represented in images is reduced when multiple cues compete for a
person’s visual attention (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). As an effect in goal related tasks,
people have the tendency to suppress distractions from objects that are not critical to
completing the task. This allows a person to commit greater visual attention to relevant
objects and maximize use of cognitive working memory.
When viewing images on search engine result pages, highly relevant images can
receive a greater amount of cognitive evaluation than less relevant images, allowing for
greater use of working memory. This is seen in marketing literature where product
features high in relevance to the consumer receive the majority of eye fixation length and
frequency in pictorial advertisements (Rayner, 1978; 1998; Rayner et al., 2001). This
suggests users can easily ignore non-relevant areas of an image indicated by the lesser
amount of cognitive evaluation emphasizing their attention on areas of greater relevance.
Additional studies of search engine results have also shown when the relevancy of
snippets are reversed in order (from least to greatest) a greater amount of eye fixations
are observed by subjects on items listed near the bottom of the order (Joachims et al.,
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2005; Lorigo et al., 2008). This result suggests people react to other information cues
capturing their attention and influencing their eye gaze behavior. The more relevant an
information cue attenuates the effect of rank order causing greater fixations in frequency
and duration of those cues, thus increasing the likeliness they are selected. Carrying this
effect toward image relevancy, it is expected that the amount of cognitive evaluation will
positively moderate the impact of image relevancy on selection.
H6: The impact of image relevancy on product link selection is positively
moderated by amount of cognitive evaluation of the product image on the search
result page.
Cognitive Evaluation Moderating Impact of Image Rank Order on Selection
Similar to the logic discussed above with the moderating effects of cognitive
evaluation and image relevancy, cognitive evaluation can have a similar effect with
image rank order. An image’s rank order also influences an increased level of eye
fixations through the expectations from people that the highest ranking items at the top of
the page are most relevant. Higher ranking items have been shown to receive greater
levels of eye fixations (Joachims et al., 2005; Lorigo et al., 2008; Sherman, 2005) and the
higher levels of cognitive evaluation intensifies people’s consideration raising the
likeliness of selection. This implies there is a moderating effect on selection indicated by
the level of evaluation demonstrated by the user. Hence, we hypothesize that
H7: The impact of image rank order position on product link selection is
positively moderated by amount of cognitive evaluation of the product image on
the search result page.
The research model is depicted in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Research Model

Methodology
Experimental Design
A 2x2 within-subject experiment was conducted to test the hypotheses. In the
experiment each subject performed four information search tasks in random orders. To
maintain an emphasis on the search for information, individuals were required to search
for books among a set of pre-determined topics. A book search task allows for users to
perform a search relying upon informational cues to assess the content of the book while
reducing potential biases caused by brand preferences and product appearances typical of
specific product types.
The experimental design was based on two factors, relevancy of an image cue
(high/low) and position that the image is placed in among an ordered set (top/bottom of
page). To establish image relevancy, a collection of over 240 grayscale images were
evaluated based upon 12 keywords (Table 1) through a panel of external judges recruited
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through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Mechanical Turk is a crowd sourcing web service
that allows individuals to work for payments as they complete tasks. The tasks for the
judges included an online survey asking them to evaluate the relevancy between images
and a set of keywords. The keywords were derived around terms that represent an
informational search query which can later to be used to motivate a search task within a
vignette. Respondents were given a random set of images and keywords and asked to
determine the relatedness between the images and the keywords based upon a seven point
Likert scale (highly relevant to not relevant). The scores received from the images were
scaled with other images within the same parent topic to establish 9 highly relevant
images and 9 less relevant images for each keyword. Images that centered on the middle
of the scale were either discarded or used for training stimuli.

Table 1
Keyword List with Parent Topic
Parent Topic
Keywords
Automobiles
Sport Utility Vehicles
Luxury Vehicles
Sports Cars
Food

Soup Recipes
Baking
Healthy Cooking

Home Improvement

Plumbing
Carpentry
Electrical

Photography

Portraits
Landscape
Equipment
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The experimental environment was created to resemble a popular online retailer’s
website. A vignette was created to describe each scenario associated with a search task
using each keyword. After reading the vignettes, subjects were instructed to enter the
keywords into a search field and click on a search button, simulating a natural search
task. Then, 10 search results were presented as an ordered set with the book image on the
left and a fictitious book title, together with the author name, on the right. An evaluation
checkbox was placed on the far right side of the snippet where the subject indicated if he
or she would further evaluate the book in the next step, after which he or she would click
on an evaluation button to complete the task (Figure 2).
A pilot test was performed with a convenient sample of 15 graduate students to
fine-tune the experimental process and stimuli. Based on the results of the pilot test, we
made several adjustments to the images and the vignettes to improve clarity, minimize
ambiguity, and reduce the potential for confusion and confounding effects. In the
experiment, we used four search tasks around the topics of soup recipes, sport utility
vehicles, portrait photography, and plumbing home improvement.
A total of 30 subjects were recruited for the final data set. Each subject completed
four tasks representing the four experimental conditions. Participants arrived at the test
location and received a verbal and written description of the experimental task prior to
the experiment, including a consent form as agreement for participation. See Table 2 for
the sample demographics.
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Figure 2. Example Search Task

Table 2
Sample Demographics
Demographic
Mean Age
27 (19-58)
Gender
46% Male
Education Level
Some college - 5
Bachelor’s - 13
Master’s - 12

A Tobii T60 eye tracker was used to record the eye movement data. The Tobii
T60 eye tracker emits infrared light that is reflected off of the retina and read by sensors
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placed beneath the computer screen. Tobii Design Studio, the software that accompanies
the eye tracker, recorded and stored the data for each subject. Subjects sat in a fixed chair
roughly 18 to 24 inches from the viewing screen. Prior to starting the tasks, they were
calibrated on the eye tracking equipment by focusing on 5 different points on the
computer screen for at least 3 seconds. The software provided feedback if the calibration
procedure was successful or not. The total time for calibration took no more than 120
seconds to complete and no subjects were rejected due to their inability to be calibrated.
Once the calibration procedure was complete, subjects were given a training task
to become familiar with the test environment and the task requirement. The experiment
administrator provided verbal instructions regarding the navigation of the test
environment and instructions if issues might occur. Once the training was complete, the
administrator left the room for subjects to complete the experiment.
All subjects completed a training scenario, which was identical for all subjects,
and four task scenarios, which included the following: (A) The first image high in image
relevancy and the remaining images low in image relevancy, (B) The last image high in
image relevancy and the remaining images low in image relevancy, (C) The first image
low in image relevancy and the remaining images high in image relevancy, and (D) The
last image low in image relevancy and the remaining images high in image relevancy
(Figure 3). The stimuli sequence varied for each subject based on a Latin Square ordering
and subjects were randomly assigned (e.g., subject 1: ABCD, subject 2: BDAC).
Participants indicated their selection of an image in a check box and clicked an evaluation
button to complete the task. They had no limitations on how many images they could
select. Their selections were recorded for each task and used for data analysis.
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Figure 3. Experimental Design

After completing the search tasks, each subject completed a paper questionnaire
that included manipulation checks for the images and the titles included in the
experiment. Additionally, respondents answered some open-ended questions by
describing the approach they used to complete the search tasks. Upon completion, a $10
USD gift card to a local coffee shop was provided as compensation for participation.
Measures
Eye Tracking Data. Tobii eye tracker and design studio software recorded eye
gaze information as participants scrolled down the webpage and maintained a static
impression while completing each task. Areas of interest (AOIs) were mapped to each
page to obtain gaze duration data, gaze plot data, which traces the eye scan of the
individual, as well as, heat maps, which show a graduated color scale for highly viewed
areas on a page. There are three AOIs for each snippet – the image, the text containing
the title and the author, and the evaluation check box, resulting in 30 AOIs for each task.
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The data was reviewed for abnormalities in eye tracking data and one subject’s data was
removed due to poor data quality, which was potentially caused by the subject having
extensive head motions during the experiment. Following the subjects’ selection, data
was reviewed for any discrepancies due to straight line selections or outliers from the
population. As a result, three subjects’ data was dropped from further analysis due to
erroneous responses and/or errors in the recording of the data. The final data set consists
of data from 26 subjects for analysis, which is above the minimum of 20 suggested by
Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson (2010).
User Selection. During the experiment, for each search task, subjects were asked
to indicate their selections by checking a checkbox next to each snippet, which were
recorded and used in data analysis.
Cognitive Evaluation. Eye gaze information provides data associated with an
individual’s cognitive processing. Greater gaze duration is considered to represent a
greater amount of cognitive processing regarding the objects of the gaze (Rayner, 1978;
1998). In a goal oriented visual search task where individuals must find information
within a scene, people have a tendency to quickly scan a scene looking for target shapes
or objects. Generally, eyes have a tendency to move toward and fixate longer on visually
informative areas than on less visually informative areas (Rayner, 1978; 1998). To
establish normalized fixation lengths for all subjects, we divided the total fixation
duration for each AOI by the overall fixation time for each task for each subject.
Rank Order. Rank order of the images was represented as a binary variable with
1 indicating the image was at the top of the page and 0 indicating the image was at the
bottom of the page.
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Image Relevancy. Image relevancy was represented as a binary variable with 1
representing high level of match with the keyword and 0 representing low level of match
with the keyword.
Control Variables. The subjects’ post-experiment survey responses were used as
a control for search skill (Koufaris, 2002), involvement (Novak, Hoffman, & Yung,
2000), and domain knowledge (single item measure). A principle component analysis
(PCA) was conducted using the survey data to confirm the dimensions of the scale and
dropped items with low loading (less than .50) or cross loading on other items (Hair et al.
2010). A factor score was computed for each construct and used in the analysis. The
resulting factor loadings are listed in Table 3.

Table 3
Final Principle Component Analysis
(Varimax Rotation - 2 Factors)
Item
Loading
Search 1
.231
.887
Search 2
.211
.894
Search 4
.053
.871
Search 5
.277
.605
Involv 1
.173
.916
Involv 2
.207
.907
Involv 3
-.239
-.850
Involv 5
.171
.868
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Results
A PLS analysis was employed to test the hypotheses1. Using PLS analysis
allowed the modeling of constructs with reflective indicators and automatically computed
moderation effects where specified. In addition PLS provides the opportunity to test all
the relationships in the model, including interaction terms. The experimental design
manipulated only the first and last images, testing the effect of items listed high and low
in rank order. Therefore, only the data pertaining to these particular images was used for
the analysis.
The PLS results show that all path coefficients are significant (p < .05) with the
exceptions of the linkage of image relevancy on cognitive evaluation and the moderation
of cognitive evaluation on the link between rank order and selection. This shows support
for H2, H3, H4, H5, and H6 and lack of support for H1 and H7. The amount of explained
variance (R2 values) for selection was 0.13 and cognitive evaluation at 0.12. The
relatively low R2 can be found in behavioral science research similar to this study (see
Davis, 1993, Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989, and Moon & Kim, 2001; as cited in Cyr
et al., 2009).
Cognitive evaluation is found to be only significantly influenced by rank order
(supporting H2), but not by image relevancy (not supporting H1). Additionally, the
results indicate that images higher in the page received more fixations than those lower in

1

Both an ANOVA and logistic regression analysis were conducted in addition to
the PLS analysis for robustness check. In both cases, cognitive evaluation, image
relevancy, and rank order were found to have a significant influence on the dependent
variable. The PLS analysis provided the flexibility to simultaneously test the proposed
path model that includes both moderators and mediators, thus chosen for this writing.
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the page. This is expected as prior research has shown that items near the top of a page
typically receive a greater amount of fixations.
As anticipated, image relevancy has a positive impact on the likelihood that the
individual selects the item for further evaluation (H3), confirming the importance of
images in the consumer search process and consumer evaluation of search results.
At first glance, the results show the rank order of items on the search result page
positively influences the likelihood that the individual selects the item for further
evaluation (H4). With closer inspection, the result indicates that items lower on the page
(RO=10) are more likely to be selected than items higher on the page (RO=1).2 Although
this finding is significant, the directionality of the effect is not as expected, thus H2 is not
supported. This outcome is explored further in the discussion section below.
The effect of cognitive evaluation on a product link’s selection was shown to be
significant, providing support for H5. However, the moderating effects of cognitive
evaluation are only found to be significant on the influence of images on selection
(supporting H6), but not on the effects of rank order on selection (not supporting H7).
This indicates that the effect of rank order on a product’s link selection is a direct effect
only, not a moderating effect.

2

This may be due to the nature of the stimuli and the search task. The lack of
online generality and the supposition of the subjects knowing this is an experiment may
somewhat bias them toward conducting more thorough search prior to making a
selection. The limitation of generalizability outside of the experimental setting would
require a more natural study design.
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The path loadings and the explained variances for the structural equation model
are summarized in Figure 4, and the overall summary of the hypotheses test are
summarized in Table 4.

Figure 4. Model Results
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Table 4
Summary of hypotheses tests
Hypothesis

Support

H1: Image Relevancy - > Cognitive Evaluation

No

H2: Rank Order -> Cognitive Evaluation

Yes

H3: Image Relevancy -> Selected

Yes

H4: Rank Order -> Selected

No*

H5: Cognitive Evaluation -> Selection

Yes

H6: Image Relevancy x Cognitive Evaluation -> Selected

Yes

H7: Rank Order x Cognitive Evaluation -> Selected

No

* Although the result showed to be significant, the direction of the result was unexpected.
The analysis shows that images at the bottom of the page are more likely to be selected.

Discussion
The results support previous findings in the literature that rank order influences
people’s allocation of their attention in the evaluation of search results. This is confirmed
by the significant impact of an image’s position on the cognitive evaluation of the image
(H2). We also find that rank order influences selection mediated through the amount of
gaze an image receives by the individual (H5). This suggests that rank order is significant
in attracting a person’s attention and with that attention they are able to process the
information to rationalize their decision prior to selection. In addition to the position of
the image, the findings also suggest that the relevancy of the image is important in
influencing the person’s selection (H3). This relationship is strengthened by the level of
cognitive evaluation the image receives (H6) illustrating the importance of visual
attention in influencing selection.
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Together, these findings suggest that a person’s attention is allocated based on the
rank order cue that is relatively straightforward does not require significant cognitive
effort to process, In contrast, the relevance of an image directly influence the selection
decision of the individual and such an influence is strengthened by the amount of
cognitive processing of the image. Overall, the results indicate that images placed at the
top of the page do receive greater visual attention from the individual, which increases
the likelihood that the individual will evaluate and process images placed at the top of
search results compared to those at the bottom. The finding that rank order is an
important cue in the search process is consistent with the findings in the existing
literature. However, the results also highlight the importance of images as information
cues in the evaluation of search results.
Unexpectedly the amount of cognitive evaluation is not directly influenced by the
relevancy of an image. A possible explanation is that not all of the antecedents of a
person’s visual attention and cognitive evaluation are accounted for and measured. For
example, additional sources of cognitive evaluation can be increased by the competing
cues associated with images just above or below the images analyzed for this study (e.g.,
RO = 2, RO = 9). This creates a situation where users may rapidly look between the
competing cues as an act of sensemaking, distributing the overall cognitive evaluation to
be spread across neighboring images before making a selection decision.
Another explanation is that the effect of the rank position of an image is
inherently a difficult information cue to suppress, and it is a natural bottom up reaction to
drawing subject’s visual attention to these areas of the page. This would suggest that rank
order as an information cue may exist as a cue to assist in orienting the subject to the
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environment, but not necessary utilized for the goal directed search. This idea is aligned
with the literature that discusses the nature of visual attention to be coexistent with both
bottom up and top down factors. Furthermore, this explanation can support why the
cognitive evaluation of a cue can positively moderate the relevancy of an image leading
toward selection. Simply, an image must first be viewed and evaluated prior to being
selected. However, it is the combination of the relevancy of an image and the amount of
cognitive evaluation it receives that leads toward selection.
The puzzle in the results is the unexpected directionality of the effect of rank
order on selection. The results suggest that images placed on the bottom of the page are
more likely to be selected. To confirm this was truly what the data was showing, the
accumulated results are displayed in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5. All conditions accumulated outcomes, (a - left)
percentage of images selected - top vs. bottom image displayed,
(b - right) percentage of fixations on images - top vs. bottom
image displayed.

Figure 5 (left) illustrates that the images at the bottom of a page were selected
more than those at the top of the page. Additionally, represented in Figure 5 (right) is the
percentage of overall fixation length of the images at the top and bottom of the page. This
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result was unexpected and prompted an investigation into each treatment regarding the
selection and fixation behaviors of each subject (see Figures 6-9 below).

Figure 6. Task A, (a - left) percentage of images selected - top
vs. bottom image displayed, (b - right) percentage of fixations on
images - top vs. bottom image displayed.

Figure 7. Task B, (a - left) percentage of images selected - top
vs. bottom image displayed, (b - right) percentage of fixations on
images - top vs. bottom image displayed.
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Figure 8. Task C, (a - left) percentage of images selected - top
vs. bottom image displayed, (b - right) percentage of fixations on
images - top vs. bottom image displayed.

Figure 9. Task D, (a - left) percentage of images selected - top
vs. bottom image displayed, (b - right) percentage of fixations on
images - top vs. bottom image displayed.

When subdividing the results, the expected result in selection (Figures 6a – 9a) is
aligned with the location of the image of greater relevancy with the exception of
condition A (Figure 6a). This is a difficult result to explain providing that there was a
single high relevant image placed at the top of the search results paired with a population
of low relevant images following down the page. This may a result of a novelty effect
occurring where subjects easily recognized the high relevant image to be an obvious
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solution and expected more of the task, therefore extending their search down the page.
This outcome provides a need to further explore in future studies.
Limitations
As with most experimental settings, subjects are actively aware of being
observed, leading to the possibility that they may alter their natural behavior. However,
our findings are aligned with the findings in the existing literature, such as the selection
behaviors regarding the position of items on a page and cue relevancy in terms of the
search goal, providing evidence that the search context has face validity for the constructs
being evaluated.
Another potential source of bias is the book search task within a single retailer’s
website, which may limit the generalizability of our results to search across multiple
websites or across multiple product categories (e.g., search goods vs. experience goods).
This study serves as an early attempt at the influence of image cues together with other
cues in individuals’ online search process.
Implications and Future Research
This study contributes to the online search literature by focusing on how images
play a role in the evaluation of search results. By looking at the influence of images in
search, we are able to build on the framework outlined through information foraging
theory (Pirolli & Card, 1999) developing a deeper understanding of information cues
during search. As images become more prevalent in the display of search result pages,
there is an increasing need to better understand how images shape people’s cognitive
processing of search results.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to look at the role of images as
an information cue during the evaluation of search results. For practical use, this study
provides insight to the advantages that images can provide to products not listed at the
top of search result pages. More relevant images accompanying products may improve
the products’ probability of being selected. This should encourage content designers to
ensure relevant images accompany their snippets. Our findings about images as
information cues can also provide insights to online retailers and advertisers that greater
attention should be given to decision whether to include images in the web pages and the
content of displayed images. The findings of this study suggest there are other
information cues, apart from rank order, are important to the search process. For
researchers investigating the search process, there are additional cues that are found in
search engine result pages that can also affect user behavior. For example, a popular topic
in consumer literature is third party ratings and their effect on consumer decision making.
Frequently rating scores are made available in search engine result pages and can also
play a role in the search process. How these cues interact with images and rank ordering
can prove a promising future study. This can motivate additional research to investigate
how other information cues may influence the search process and how they interact with
each other.
Looking beyond the evaluation of search results, some research has examined the
activities individuals participate in between search tasks, such as social search (Evans &
Chi, 2008). Researchers interested in the process of search may focus on the subsequent
steps in search after consumers have gained greater knowledge of a subject matter, thus
altering their keyword use in search and their evaluation of search results. The iterative
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refinement steps are still vague in the literature and have great potential for further
examination.
Lastly, there is still a greater need to link cognitive models with behavioral
theories as a lens to study online search. Eye tracking provides only brief moments of
cognitive functions through eye gaze fixations, and this study illustrates there is merit to
explore other physiological measures to triangulate on this construct. One potential is to
use multi-channel EEG measures aligned with the eye tracking gaze paths to provide
feedback to the researcher about neurological potentials occurring. There are a plethora
of scenarios where additional insights can be gained through the perspective of cognitive
activity associated with search behaviors. Hopefully, this research can spark further
interest in this methodology.
Conclusion
A major strength of this study is that it explores how image relevancy impacts
search and how people’s visual attention influences their evaluation and selection
behaviors. The position of an image is important in attracting people’s attention.
However, the images must prove to be relevant to a person’s search goal to improve the
likelihood that the associated links will be selected. By constructing product relevant
images that are aligned with the search goal, linked product pages can be competitive
with other snippets listed at the top of search result pages.
Furthermore, this study begins to look within the search process itself by
exploring how information cues influence the evaluation of search results, a key step in
the search process.
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By exploring other information cues in addition to rank order and their influence
on people’s search behavior, we can begin to assist website developers and online
retailers in improving search for consumers. With further studies focusing on other
product types, such as hotel, wine, electronics, etc., it may be possible to adopt different
strategies and develop new search tools to present information cues to guide users in their
search process and result in more efficient searches.
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Essay 2: Cueing It Up: The Effect of Humans in Images in Online Search Tasks
Abstract
The focus of this study is to understand the role that images of humans in online search
results play in the selection of YouTube videos. Two different schools of thought would
suggest a positive or not always positive influence of humans in images in the evaluation
of search results. One school suggests that the use of humans depicted in imagery is
appealing to ecommerce users (e.g, Cyr et al., 2009). In contrast, information foraging
theory recognizes humans’ natural tendency to be efficient in search, expending minimal
effort, whereby people seek information with a rational goal driven approach, leading
them to information sources specific to their search goal which may not include a human
(Pirolli & Card, 1999). We contend that it is possible that both schools are correct at
times but the importance of humans in images in online search is dependent on the nature
of the search task; whereby, humans in images positively influence search behavior when
they are highly relevant to the search goal. We propose that in declarative search tasks,
when seeking information regarding facts or characteristics, humans in images serve as a
distracting information cue deflecting users from selecting the associated link. In
comparison, in procedural search tasks, searches looking for information on skills or
“how to do” a task, humans in images are more of an attractant toward associated links.
Further, if a person has a preference toward social presence, these proposed effects will
both be moderated towards humans in images. Our assumptions above are mostly
confirmed in an experiment. Results of this research indicate that academics and
practitioners must be nuanced in the use of humans in images in online search dependent
on the type of search tasks and a person’s desire for social presence in the search.
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Introduction
Searching for information online has become common given the seemingly
limitless amount of information available at minimal cost (e.g., Bakos 1997, Bakos et al.
2005; Klien & Ford, 2002; Smith and Brynjolfsson 2001). Considering the economic
theory of search, where people consider a cost-benefit payoff for their search activity,
people now look to online sources to search for information about products, places,
and/or events (Animesh, Viswanathan, & Agarwal, 2011; Klein & Ford, 2002, Punj &
Staelin, 1983).
Related to the economic theory of search, information foraging theory provides
the perspective that people search for information while minimizing their search costs
(Pirolli & Card, 1999). Information foraging theory emphasizes a rational approach to
search, modeled after ecological food foraging behaviors, where people maximize their
information gain while trying to minimize the search effort. Ultimately, people conduct
search guided by information cues that are proximate to the search goal, leading them
toward rich information sources.
Commonly online search is accomplished through search engines portals, such as
Google, but the landscape for search has changed with other top ranking websites, such
as YouTube, Facebook, Amazon, and eBay1, also containing similar search engine
features (e.g. text, rank ordered sets, image thumbnails). Online search has evolved
beyond finding information in pre-purchase decisions to finding information about news,
events, entertainment, people (e.g. Facebook), and general ‘how-to’ knowledge (e.g.

1

http://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/US
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YouTube). As the second largest search engine on the web (Gould, 2014; Jarboe, 2014;
Rosenbaum, 2010), YouTube has become an important source for people to search for
information especially information on how-to content, visual fact gathering, and other
various skills (Southern, 2015) through videos (Mogensen, 2015).
Images are a predominant feature in search pages. Images can help people search
for products (e.g. Amazon, eBay), locate friends based on their profile pictures (e.g.
Facebook, LinkedIn, GooglePlus), and find relevant video through thumbnails (e.g.
YouTube, Vimeo). Images are essential aspects to online websites and some investigation
has shown that 94% of online articles receive more attention when including images
(Bullas, 2012). However, the imagery must show some level of quality and communicate
a clear message. Websites, such as eBay, provide guidelines to sellers or content creators
to help them improve their product images in order to increase sales (eBay, n.d.;
Kragelund, 2015).
In recent studies investigating the use of image in online environments,
researchers have shown that people find images of humans appealing in e-commerce
websites (e.g., Cyr, Milena, Hector, & Bing, 2009). The appeal toward human images is
supported by the simple temperament of people to naturally seek faces as an effort to
inform us about our environment by providing identity to the people (Haxby, Hoffman, &
Gobbini, 2000) and their emotional status (Adolphs, 2002). The use of human in images
is also prevalent in marketing where advertisers include human models in their
advertising to improve consumer impressions of products (Baker & Churchill, 1977;
Kanungo & Pang, 1973).
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In this research, we argue that, in online search context, how people evaluate
images containing humans can vary depending on the type of search task they are
conducting. Search can be conducted to acquire knowledge about features or
characteristics of products, place, or events. This declarative information is easily
represented in imagery with depictions of the primary search object and, from the view of
information foraging theory, such representations of search object can serve as rich
information cues (Pirolli & Card, 1999). People also perform searches to gain knowledge
on how to perform tasks or to learn specific skills associated with a search object. This
procedural knowledge is often conveyed or demonstrated by another human. People
searching for procedural knowledge may not only look for information cues depicting the
primary search object but also seek the image of humans in the information cues.
Therefore, in view of the rational goal-driven aspect of search behavior,
depending on the search task, humans in images can be perceived as a distraction from or
an attractor toward the information source these images represent. People seek
information cues that are clear representations of their search goal and including humans
in images should be aligned to their expectations. Without understanding this distinction,
the presence of humans in images may cause people to avoid associated links during
search, or find them more appealing.
Previous studies suggest a general benefit toward using humans in images
increasing the level of appeal and trust of a website (Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub,
2003). However, the rational goal-driven view of the economic theory of search and
information foraging theory provides a more nuanced view of humans in images as an
information cue whereby humans in images are relevant only when they are a component
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cue towards the search object. Considering both schools of thought regarding when
humans in images are attractive to users, this research seek to examine whether there is as
a significant distinction when humans in images change the outcome of search dependent
on the task context and kind of information they are seeking.
Finally, research suggests that some people have a strong preference for social
presence in websites (e.g., Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003). This preference for
social presence can be defined as the extent to which people want an online medium to
express or create the perception that a human is sharing the online experience with
another human. In our study we propose that this preference for social connectedness in
online search affect the two types of search tasks mentioned above. In sum, to resolve,
and/or refine, the discussion when humans in images are factors influencing search
outcomes, this study attempts to answer the following questions:
-

How do images depicting humans impact people’s evaluation and selection
behavior in declarative search tasks?

-

How do images depicting humans impact people’s evaluation and selection
behavior in procedural search tasks?

-

Whether and how people’s preference toward social presence moderates the
influence of human images on people’s evaluation and selection behavior in
declarative search tasks and procedural search tasks respectively?

These questions are examined through a lab experiment in the context of online
video search. Online video search has gained much attention and grown in popularity
with YouTube as a popular website for individuals to search for videos on various topics.
Although people are naturally drawn to images and image thumbnails of videos are used
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widely in online video search sites such as YouTube, the influence of human in images
on people’s search behavior has not been studied to the best of our knowledge. In the
experiment, participants are asked to conduct a keyword search for videos in several
scenarios, during which they evaluate the list of videos in the search result. These videos
are represented with thumbnail images showing various extent of humans in images.
Their evaluation outcomes are recorded through clickstream data and a survey
instrument.
Literature Review
Online Information Search and Information Foraging Theory
Traditionally, as a component of the decision-making process, search is necessary
for people to establish a consideration set for purchase (Bettman, Luce, & Payne, 1998;
Klein & Ford, 2003; Marchionini, 1997; Peterson & Merino, 2002; Punj & Staelin, 1983;
Schmidt & Spreng, 1996). In the online environment, people have access to a greater
amount of information at much lower cost (Klien & Ford, 2002; Punj & Staelin, 1983). A
number of studies of online search build upon the economic theory of search postulating
a cost-benefit payoff for consumers (Moorthy, Ratchford, & Talukdar, 1997; Ratchford,
1982; Ratchford et al., 2003; Rothschild, 1973; Stigler, 1961). Building off the costbenefit framework, several studies claim the limitless availability of online information
changes people’s pre-purchase search behaviors (Klein, 1998; Klein & Ford, 2002) and
allow for some experience goods (e.g. automobiles) to take on the nature of search goods
(Klein, 1998; Klein & Ford, 2002; Nakayama, Sutcliffe, & Wan, 2010). The economical
characteristic of vast and unlimited quantiles of online information has altered the way
people conduct search.
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The economic perspective of online search is consistent with information foraging
theory, the tenet of which is based on a cost and benefit assessment of achieving a goal.
The individual strives to obtain the highest amount of benefit with the minimum amount
of energy consumed when performing search (Marchionini, 1997; Pirolli & Card, 1999).
Derived from optimal foraging theory, information foraging theory postulates that as
humans or “informavores” seek information, they constantly make decisions on what
information to look for, whether to stay at the current source of information or move to
another source, how to get to another source, and when to terminate the search (Pirolli &
Card, 1999).
An important concept in information foraging theory is information scent, which
refers to “the perception of the value, cost, or access path of information sources from
proximal cues” (Pirolli & Card, 1999, p. 646). Like animals that determine the chances of
finding food in the current area and identify other promising areas, humans rely on
various cues in the information environment to assess the information scent and estimate
how likely they may obtain useful information from the current source of information.
When they no longer expect to find additional information from the current source, they
move on to a different information source. Overall, humans aspire to conduct search in a
manner that yields the greatest amount of information that meets their information needs
with the least amount of effort, emphasizing both effectiveness and efficiency in their
information seeking behavior.
Based on information foraging theory, information seeking is a rational and goaldriven activity. When performing a query based search, the individual often has a clearly
defined goal as to what information to obtain and identifies a set of search keywords
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centered on the goal. The keywords are entered into an external search engine such as
Google or Bing or an internal search tool provided by retailer or social websites
facilitating the search. A results page is then displayed with a list of results typically
ordered by relevancy.
People can evaluate search results in different manners, dependent upon the
information and tools provided to them. Some of the studies looking at evaluation
behaviors of search results have investigated the impact of the features displayed in
search results and their effect on consumer behavior (Diehl & Zauberman, 2005; Dou,
Lim, Su, Zhou, & Cui, 2010; Joachims, Granka, Pan, Hembrooke, & Gay, 2005; Lorigo
et al., 2008; Sherman, 2005). Order has become a major influence on the evaluation of
search results and people have become accustomed to seeing the most relevant items
listed at the top of the page (Animesh et al., 2011; Dou et al., 2010). This is supported
through studies using click stream data and eye tracking measures indicating that people
have a tendency to select on and gaze more on options listed at the top of search results
(Guan & Cultrell, 2007; Joachims et al., 2005; Lorigo et al., 2008; Sherman, 2005).
Looking at the influence of ordered sets, Diehl and Zauberman (2005) have
investigated how the order of search results displayed (ascending / descending) impacts
users’ search experience and evaluation of the search (Diehl & Zauberman, 2005). People
have a tendency to continue their search when there is a perceivable improvement and
there is a potential gain given the effort (Diehl & Zauberman, 2005; Stigler, 1961). As a
result, they tend to end their search on an episodic positive outcome and view the results
more favorably (Baumgartner et al., 1997; Diehl & Zauberman, 2005; Kahneman,
Fredrickson, Schreiber, & Redelmeier, 1993; Schreiber & Kahneman, 2000). In contrast,
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when the ordering appears to be worsening, people end their search early and see the
results less favorably (Diehl & Zauberman, 2005).
Information Cues in Online Search
Search engine result pages from web portal (e.g. Google, Yahoo, Bing) often
display a variety of information cues such as page title and abstracts, and image
thumbnails representing associated linked webpages. YouTube, Facebook, Amazon, and
eBay share similar search engine features as traditional search engine but present
different information cues pertinent to their users. For example, various types of image
cues can contain information related to products (e.g. Amazon, eBay), people’s faces or
identities (e.g. Facebook), and video thumbnails (e.g. YouTube).
Frequently, images and text accompany ordered sets as additional information
cues. Semantically, text provides practical information to the user in the form of
meaningful words. Alternatively, image cues evoke visual imagery that help the
individual derive meaning. According to dual coding theory (Childers, Houston, Heckler,
1985, Paivio, 1969; 1971; 1990), visual imagery evokes a greater memory recall allowing
individuals to quickly ascertain meaning, leading to a picture superiority effect (Childers
et al., 1985; Lutz, & Lutz, 1978). The picture superiority effect suggests that text requires
longer time than images to process, leading to a natural preference toward images. With
text, eyes must move over the text and assemble the meaning through the context
presented in linear sentences where processing can occur immediately with a single gaze
over a picture. This allows individuals to evoke memory and derive meaning with
efficiency.
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People tend to gravitate toward images because images tend to allow people to
quickly ascertain and recall information represented (Childers & Houston, 1984; Clark &
Paivio, 1991; Lutz & Lutz, 1978). The nature of verbal information is symbolic or
semantic in nature and can evoke different types of memories depending on the person’s
experience. The word “book” can establish the recall of a popular fiction title on a
bestseller list, or recall a textbook used in school. However, a picture of a textbook placed
on a desk can provide the relative size of a book and a person may be able to recall more
specific memories, perhaps late nights reviewing for an upcoming exam. Testing the
difference in verbal and visual stimuli, some studies have found mnemonic benefit
toward images because of their ability to recall details with greater relevancy (Nelson,
Reed, & Walling, 1976) and have an improved delayed recall response over their verbal
counterparts (Childers & Houston, 1984).
Images are recognized by marketers in their ability to attract consumer’s attention
when properly and strategically used (Bullas, 2012; Hayes, 2013; Kragelund, 2015).
Images are gaining a greater emphasis through social sites such as Pinterest, Instagram,
Twitter, and Facebook with 94% of articles containing images receiving more total views
(Bullas, 2012) and generating 50% more likes on Facebook (Hayes, 2013). In search for
local businesses, 60% of people state that images grab their attention and increase their
likelihood of contacting the businesses showing images (Bullas, 2012). High quality
images are considered to be more important than detailed product information or ratings
and reviews (Bullas, 2012). In addition, it has been found that professional looking
product images may increase sales on sites like eBay by 2% (Kragelund, 2015). Both
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eBay2 and YouTube3 provide guidelines assisting sellers and video creators with the use
of images on their website.
YouTube has shown to be a great revenue source for both advertisers and content
creators (Morris, 2014). There are many sources that provide advice on the best way to
make money through YouTube (see. Johnston, 2013), yet the simple basis of
monetization is dependent upon the viewing popularity of the content. Moreover, a quick
skim of YouTube’s home page and search results displays a variety of image thumbnails
including and excluding humans.
Despite the increasing importance of the visual aspect in various online
environments, how images influence online search behavior has been under-investigated.
Given that research in advertising, cognitive psychology, and cognitive neuroscience
disciplines have conducted extensive investigation on the visual appeal of humans and
human-centric images, this study focuses on how human images influence online search
behavior. Next, we will review the major findings about the impact of the visual appeal
toward humans in images on people’s perception and behavior.
Perception, Processing, and Influence of Human Images
Images that contain other humans can serve as strong information cues that have
potential to attract people’s viewing attention and distract them from key information
sources (Djamasbi, Siegel, & Tullis, 2012; Tullis, Siegel, Sun, 2009). In one example,

2

http://pages.ebay.com/sellerinformation/how-to-take-product-photos/ebayphoto-requirements.html
3

https://www.youtube.com/yt/playbook/thumbnails.html
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when asked a critical question after viewing a webpage, people were more accurate when
the page contained only text versus when the text was accompanied with an image of a
human face (Tullis et al., 2009). Djamasbi et al. (2012) also found that images containing
humans can increase eye gaze frequency when placed to the right of a web page or below
the fold of a screen, which typically receive less attention (see Buscher, Cutrell, Morris,
2009; Sherman, 2005). Additionally they discovered that images containing humans
receive a greater amount of gaze, competing for attention with other cues, and serve as a
distractor away from neighboring text (Djamasbi et al., 2012).
People have a natural (instinctive) appeal toward viewing human faces over
objects (Farah, 1996; Tullis et al., 2009). Faces provide information about a person’s
identity (Haxby et al., 2000), his/her emotional expressions interpreting her/his intentions
and mood (Adolphs, 2002; Haxby et al, 2000), and providing a source for non-verbal
information cues (Adolphs, 2002; Haxby et al., 2000). Cognitive neuroscience research
has found that the brain processes faces differently than objects as indicated by the
different regions in the temporal lobe responding to faces versus objects (Haxby et al.,
2001). Studies involving patients with brain injuries causing prosopagnosia (the inability
to recognize faces after brain damage) find these patients are able to still visually
recognize objects (Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997), suggesting that humans
cognitively process objects differently than faces strengthening the view that faces are a
unique part of human’s information processing.
In marketing literature, imagery presented in advertisement contains elements that
contribute to the message of the advertiser through visual rhetoric (Scott, 1994). Visual
rhetoric implies that all visual components of graphics are related, in some way, to the
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message itself (McQuarrie & Mick, 1999; Scott, 1994). The theory of visual rhetoric is
what motivates advertisers to use images containing humans to demonstrate people’s
stronger connection to the products and strengthen the message in the advertisement.
The use of human models is commonly used in advertisements, causing favorable
impressions to consumers, by providing communal stimuli that offer a sense of social and
lifestyle contexts arousing to people (Baker & Churchill, 1977; Kanungo & Pang, 1973).
Displaying attractive humans in advertisement motivate people’s romantic preferences
resulting in more favorable impressions of products (Baker & Churchill, 1977).
Furthermore, through social cognitive theory of mass communications, human-centric
media provides the public social prompts offering a sense of connection with the lives of
those portrayed in advertisements (Bandura, 2001). Used in online sources, humancentric images can give a sense of personality and social attributes (Cyr et al, 2009;
Gefen & Straub, 2003). Furthermore, human images not only provide the perception of
human involvement but also add other non-verbal cues that are associated with emotions,
actions, or the environment (Hassanien & Head, 2007).
In summary, the existing research on humans in images tends to emphasize an
appeal for human images both in offline and online environments. However, this stream
of research has not considered the rational goal-driven aspect of human behavior, which
is the essence of information foraging theory. With this consideration, there appears to be
a lack of research in the area of online search that looks through the lens of information
foraging theory focusing on the use of human images as information cues in information
search behaviors. The information foraging literature emphasizes the rational aspect of
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search behavior as opposed to the social preference aspect of individuals conducting
search online.
Therefore, this essay brings in both perspectives to empirically assess whether and
how human images play a role in shaping individuals’ evaluation of search results in
online search. From the information foraging perspective, an important element in the
information search process is the search goal, which represents the knowledge that the
individual is trying to acquire. Extensive research in a number of disciplines has
distinguished between two types of knowledge - declarative vs. procedural – knowledge.
From the perspective adopted in prior research on human images in marketing and online
shopping, an important concept associated with human images is social presence. In the
next two sub-sections, we will provide an overview of these two concepts – knowledge
type and social presence – respectively.
Declarative Knowledge vs. Procedural Knowledge
Based on how knowledge is cognitively acquired, processed, and stored in human
memory, extensive research has made the distinction between declarative knowledge and
procedural knowledge (e.g., Anderson, 1983; 1993). In cognitive psychology, it is
recognized that the brain systems associated with acquiring declarative knowledge are
different than those systems acquiring procedural knowledge (Squire, 1992; 2004).
Hence, people learn and develop procedural knowledge in different ways from
declarative knowledge.
Declarative knowledge is static knowledge about facts, concepts, and principles
(De Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1996). It is about the properties of objects, persons, and
events and their relationships (Robillard, 1999; Squire, 1992; Ten Berge & Van
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Hezewijk, 1999). Declarative knowledge is “consciously and directly accessible”
(Robillard, 1999, p. 88). It can be expressed by verbal statements or other forms of
description such as mathematical formulas and diagrams. Declarative knowledge is easy
to describe and to communicate (Robillard, 1999). Examples of declarative knowledge
include characteristics of the cell and the fact that “City A is 100 miles south of city B”.
Declarative knowledge is acquired and developed through exposures to new
informational knowledge (Nuthall, 1999) and these exposures should not be spaced too
far apart to facilitate effective integration of such new knowledge into the learner’s
existing knowledge base (Collie, Maruff, Darby, & McStephen, 2003; Jensen, 2005).
Procedural knowledge focuses on skills, actions, manipulations, and processes
and is oriented toward how to do something or how to complete a task, which frequently
involves motor skills and cognitive strategies (De Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1996;
Robillard, 1999; Squire, 1992; Ten Berge & Van Hezewijk, 1999). It is dynamic in nature
as it is often oriented toward understanding concepts, making discriminations, and
applying a set of rules to perform a task. Procedural knowledge is often difficult to
describe (Robillard, 1999) but, once learned, can be performed without the person
consciously thinking about the steps of the process (Fitts & Posner, 1967). Examples of
procedural knowledge include how to perform long division and how to convert between
the Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.
To acquire and develop procedural knowledge, learners need to go through many
trials, in which they practice the steps of the process. An effective way of learning
procedural knowledge is to present small amounts of materials at a time, after which the
learner is engaged in guided practice where he or she practices the steps alone, together
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with other learners, or with the instructor (Rosenshine, 2002). These activities help the
learner organize, review, rehearse, summarize, compare, and contrast the cognitive
processing activities. Typically procedural knowledge is a physical activity expressed
through demonstration and difficult to convey verbally through conversation. The process
or “procedure” is important in the conveyance of procedurally knowledge and cannot
necessarily be declared without consideration of what was state prior (Squire, 1992).
Hence, conveying procedural knowledge to others often requires a human demonstration
to show the steps of the process that the knowledge recipient can follow in order to learn
how to do something. Because procedural knowledge is difficult to express verbally, the
outcome of learning procedural knowledge is often assessed by means of performance or
applying the learned skill in completing a task.
Preference for Social Presence in Online Search
The preference for social presence is the extent to which people want an online
medium to express or create the perception that a human is sharing the experience with
another human (Cyr et al, 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003; Hassanein & Head, 2007; Yoo &
Alavi, 2001). For those that prefer social presence they may experience a perception of
human warmth that is present when humans interact with each other. Studies of online
environments incorporating social presence seek to add to current usability literature by
focusing on users’ emotional response toward others as part of their experience (Cyr et
al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003).
Users perceiving social presence sense friendliness, social connection, and the
feeling that another person is present in the online environment (Cyr et al, 2009; Gefen &
Straub, 2003; Hassanein & Head, 2007; Yoo & Alavi, 2001). Those wanting social
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presence may perceive a human-less website to be more artificial, sterile, and cold.
Studies of electronic environments incorporating social presence and its effect on
people’s experience look at different modalities social presence is portrayed. Some
studies have looked at the direct human interactions provided through email (Gefen &
Straub, 2007) and virtual communities (Kuman & Benbasat, 2002). Other studies have
investigated indirect human interactions through the use of human portrayed within
images in websites (Cyr et al., 2009; Djamasbi et al., 2012).
Overall, prior research on human images and social presence has primarily
focused on the online shopping context, where consumers want to feel the human warmth
as if they are interacting with a real sales person in a physical shopping environment.
However, the influence of social presence on human’s search behavior in the online
search context may not be the same.
Hypotheses Development
With consideration of the economics information search, people’s inherit
tendency is to move toward a less effortful search yielding maximum benefit (Klein &
Ford, 2002; Nelson, 1970; Stigler, 1961; Zhang, Fang, & Liu Sheng, 2006). This
perspective is aligned with information foraging theory as people seek large sources of
information without expending much energy (Pirolli & Card, 1999). Given the economics
of search and the perspective that humans are cognitive misers, people are unlikely to
follow every link to each patch of information to search for information. Their primary
search preference is to assess the likelihood that the information source contains large
amount of relevant information based on the available information cues for that source
and select and follow the cues that lead them to the richest amount of information
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sources. When evaluating the information cues on their search path, they identify and
follow those cues that they perceive to be more likely to lead them to sources of rich
information associated with the search goal. People tend to ignore cues containing
information less relevant to the search goal as they are cognitive misers who avoid
unnecessary and distracting links that can lead them further away from their search goal.
This is especially true in the online video search context. When people search for
videos that meet their information goals using keyword search, after a list of search
results are presented to them, they are unlikely to view each video in the results because
of the time required to watch and cognitively process each video in order to gather useful
information from it. Instead, people rely on the information cues presented in the list of
search results to estimate the information value of the videos in that list and select those
that have greater likelihood of helping achieve their search goals to watch. These
information cues may include title, creator, popularity, date created, thumbnail image,
etc. A thumbnail image of a video gives people a snapshot of the video and provides
visual information about the video. It allows people to gain a glimpse of what the video
looks like and what is the content of the video at a specific moment.
In declarative search task, people are searching for facts, features, and/or
characteristics that describe a search object and this search object can be a product, a
place, an event, etc. (Squire, 1992; Ten Berge & Van Hezewijk, 1999). When people
search for videos conveying declarative knowledge, thumbnail images showing the
search object are likely to lead people to believe that the associated videos contain
relevant information about the search object and help them acquire the facts related to the
search object. However, human images or other images that do not directly portray the
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search object may be perceived as an indicator that the associated videos are less likely to
convey the declarative knowledge they are searching for. Furthermore, compared to
images of the search object, human images often contain information that is subtler and
require more effort to cognitively process and decipher such as body language, facial
expression, etc. People searching for declarative knowledge about the search object may
find human images distracting and perceive those videos showing human in the
thumbnail images to be less relevant and take more effort to process.
Therefore, we hypothesize that
H1a: When conducting declarative search tasks, people are less likely to select
videos whose thumbnail images contain human images than those that do not
contain human images.
In comparison, in procedural search tasks people seek information about how to
do a specific task or to learn a certain skill associated with a search object. Procedural
knowledge is difficult to verbalize without the aid of visual representation (Squire, 1992;
Ten Berge & Van Hezewijk, 1999). To acquire such knowledge, learners often go
through many trials and practice the steps of the process. A demonstration showing how
to interact with the search object allows learners to follow the steps and learn by
practicing. Such a demonstration requires a human actor to teach by doing (i.e. perform
the actions and convey instructions on the details of the process). Hence, in the search for
videos conveying procedural knowledge where a human is a likely conveyer of such
knowledge, thumbnail images showing humans strengthen the information cue
illustrating that the human actor is a demonstrator or a medium for conveying the
procedural knowledge. Unlike in declarative tasks where a human in the image is a
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distraction, in procedural tasks, humans within a thumbnail image augment the clarity of
the image’s message and increase the perceived relevance of the associated video.
H1b: When conducting procedural search tasks, people are more likely to select
videos whose thumbnail images contain human images than those that do not
contain human images.
Preference toward social presence
Cognitive learning differences between people illustrate the various ways people
can process information (Kolb, 1984). People differ in their preference toward receiving
information in a social setting. Individuals with a preference for a social connection in
search prefer verbal and non-verbal cues from people, enriching the flow of information
and removing potential ambiguities (Dennis & Kinney, 1998; Dennis, Fuller, & Valacich,
2008; Rice, 1993; Williams, 1977). Having the perception of social presence also can
increase the trust a person has in a website or online service (Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen &
Straub, 2003). The desire for social connectivity is echoed in media richness theory by
illustrating how media selection choices are influenced by the extent of connecting with
another human and conveying richer information (Daft & Lengel, 1986; Kumar &
Benbasat, 2002).
People that favor a social connection during search find humans within images
more appealing, which draw their attention and increase the likeliness those images will
be evaluated during their search (Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003). Individuals
with a greater preference toward social presence effectively opt for images that contain
humans because they satisfy their need for a social connection in their information
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search. In online video search context, the social connection displayed in the thumbnail
image provides an indicator of the social nature of the represented video.
In declarative search tasks, where humans are likely to be perceived as
distractions or indicators of less relevance to the search goal, the individual’s preference
toward social presence will mitigate the negative impact of human images on the
selection of the video. Alternatively, in procedural tasks, where the human actor serves as
an important conveyor of process-related information, the person’s preference toward
social presence will strengthen the positive influence of human images on the search
behavior.
H2a: When conducting declarative search tasks, individual preferences toward
social presence will mitigate the negative impact of showing human in the video’s
thumbnail image on the selection of the video.
H2b: When conducting procedural search tasks, individual preferences toward
social presence will strengthen the positive impact of showing human in the
video’s thumbnail image on the selection of the video.
Methodology
To test our research hypotheses, we conducted a within-subject lab experiment.
Details are presented in the following sub-sections.
Participants
Participants were recruited from undergraduate and graduate students attending a
metropolitan university who are familiar with searching for information online. There
were a total of 64 subjects with 54% being female and an overall average age of 32.3. As
of January 2014, 97% of people between the ages of 18-29 and 93% between the ages of
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30-49 use the internet or access the internet via a mobile device (Pew Research, 2014).
The participants were considered to be representative of users familiar with the Internet
and conducting online search. The demographic information is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Participant Demographics
Sample Description
total participant (n)
gender (female)
right handed

64
54%
83%

Age
average
18 – 25
26 – 35
35 – 50
50 +

32.3
19
28
12
5

Education
high school or equivalent
some college
2 year degree
4 year degree
master’s degree
doctoral / professional

1
12
5
23
22
1

Ethnicity
White / Caucasian
African American
Hispanic
Asian
Other

31
13
2
12
6
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Website Design
A website was developed for the experimental purpose that allowed the subjects
to search for videos based on keywords and displayed search results in a similar fashion
as YouTube’s search result page. Several searches on YouTube videos containing both
declarative and procedural knowledge were conducted to evaluate how the images are
represented along with other cues available to the user (e.g. Figure 1). A simple layout
was constructed maintaining similar sizes of image thumbnails, location and font size of
video titles, and creator names. Other information cues that had potential confounding
effects, such as image color, video ratings, number of views, video length, and
descriptive abstracts, were not included in the search result page for the experiment.
Lastly, on the search result page containing the image thumbnails representing the videos
returned by the search, a checkbox was next to each image thumbnail that allowed the
subject to add the represented video to his or her playlist in order to view it later.
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Figure 1: Example screenshot of YouTube.com

In the following section we outline the stimuli development process. First, the
experimental search tasks, which included both declarative and procedural tasks, and
their associated search queries, were identified. Then, images for each search task were
collected, evaluated, and refined. Lastly, the titles and creator names for the search
results were established for each task.
Stimuli Development
The first requirement was to distinguish between tasks involving searching for
declarative knowledge (i.e. information about characteristics of a product or place of
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interest) and tasks involving searching for procedural knowledge (i.e. tacit knowledge on
a specific skill or how to complete a task). To identify tasks in each of these areas, the
following definitions were used:
1. Search Object: The primary subject of which a search is centered around.
2. Declarative Search Tasks: Tasks targeted to gather declarative knowledge, facts,
features, and/or characteristics about a search object.
3. Procedural Search Tasks: Tasks for the purpose of acquiring procedural
knowledge, a process or a skill associated with a search object that is likely to
involve a human to convey the information.
Based on the above guidelines, 4 search scenarios for each task type (procedural
and declarative) were constructed (8 total search scenarios) and a panel of three judges
qualified each search scenario as appropriate for the task type. There was 100 %
agreement on the categorization of the task types (procedural and declarative).
The same panel of three judges reviewed hundreds of YouTube search results
pages for the common representations of humans in thumbnail images. The panel
observed that thumbnails including human faces, hands, and bodies and could be
categorized as: hands, but no face interacting with the object; human face plus object but
no hand interaction; and, human face plus object with interaction. Given the similarities
to the humans in images studied by Cyr et al. (2009) on ecommerce websites, we initially
adopted their human image operationalization including hands, but no face plus object,
and human face plus object to represent our images with humans category. Further, the
panel of judges observed on YouTube, and prior research has also identified, human in
images showing interactions with objects as another representation of humans in images
(Gonzalez-Rosa et al., 2015; Pezzulo, 2011). Thus, to align the analysis with the
objectives of the study investigating the effect of humans in images as compared with
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images without humans, we made use of all three representations of humans in images
outlined above to comprise the category called ‘Humans in Images. ”, Using all three
representations gives a more complete representation of the variations where humans are
included in images as observed by the judges within the natural YouTube search context.
Finally the judges identified thumbnails that included only the search object with no
humans as the comparative category in the study.
Using online image search tools and screen captures from videos on YouTube, the
judges next selected 30 images for each search scenario. The same panel of 3 judges next
sorted each image into human or non-human for each search scenario. In the process of
narrowing down the candidate images, several qualities were considered in removing
images from the pool. Object only (no human) images needed to depict the search object
clearly. In these images, the object needed to occupy more than 60% of the frame. In
cases where images containing human hands plus the object, the object still required clear
definition within the frame, and the hands needed to be identifiable while interacting with
the object. Images including a human face were subject to greater scrutiny. We
eliminated any images where a person appeared to have any dramatic facial expression or
may have provided any negative emotional valence that could be considered distasteful to
another person. In addition, we attempted to remove partiality that could have resulted
from the age of the human (e.g. kids demonstrating ‘how to play chess’ may not be a
strong cue). Lastly, we attempted to use images where the human in the image could be
considered generally appealing to most individuals.
With the above considerations, the judges identified 8 candidate images
consisting of 2 images for each type (Object alone; hands, but no face, interacting with
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the object; face plus object but no hand interaction; human face plus hand interaction
with object - images x 8 tasks = 64 total). Next, after adding 4 randomly selected
additional images to the 8 candidate images for each task, we asked a second panel of 5
judges, who were provided with detailed explanation of the four types of images, to sort
all images into the these types. All the sorting data was compiled and all images were
evaluated based on the percentage an image was sorted into a respective category. Then
we ranked the 64 images based on the sorting by all judges and selected the top 8 images
with the highest consistency among the judges’ categorization. Using a threshold of 90%
agreement, only 5 of the search tasks (2 declarative and 3 procedural) had consistent
images. To establish an equal set of procedural and declarative, the weakest procedural
task was used as the training task while the remaining tasks would be used as part of the
experimental stimuli. The final image set consisted of 32 images, with 8 images for each
of the 4 tasks (2 procedural and 2 declarative tasks). The final search tasks for the
experiment were:
1. How to make a Mojito (procedural)
2. How to play chess (procedural)
3. Features of a BMW i8 (declarative)
4. Weber Grill (declarative)
5. How to tie a necktie (training)
We then developed the titles and creator names that also appear in the list of search result
to minimize potential confounding effects of these additional cues.
First, we assembled creator names utilizing a list of the 50 most popular first
names for males and females in the United States and randomly assigning them to a list
of 100 popular last names. For each snippet, we randomly selected a name from this list
to accompany each video that appears in the search result.
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Next, we created titles for the videos in the search result to ensure these titles have
similar semantic meaning using a variety of techniques. The first round of titles was
collected by evaluating titles of videos through organic search results using YouTube.
General editing was conducted to eliminate names, brands, or words that may be unique
from the other titles. Overall the goal was to maintain all titles to be relatively equal.
Then a simple weighted scheme was applied matching the exact words in each title
against the keywords for the search. When a word matched exactly to a word in the
search term, a value of 1 was added to the score of the title. This is similar to a nonweighed approach used in search engines (Gong & Lui, 2001). Second, based on word
normalization references containing words with similar semantic meaning as the search
keywords (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998), when a word in the title matches one of
the normalization references, we added 1 to the score of the title. Lastly, to reduce bias
that may arise because of the title length or the word length, a final value representing the
character and the word count was added to the final score of all the titles. From the initial
scores several of the titles were edited to bring them to closer to a mean score of the
entire set. After several rounds of revisions and the differences between scores were
reduced to level of minimal improvements, a final set of titles for each search task was
established. The final differences between the maximum and minimum values were
arbitrary per task and varied dependent upon the keywords used in the search.
Procedure
The study uses a 2 (no human in image versus human in image) by 2 (declarative
search versus procedural search) within-subjects design. The experimental design
included a training task (necktie task) and each of the 4 experimental tasks (BMW,
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Weber Grill, Mojito, Chess) administered based on Latin Square sequencing and
randomly assigned. In each task, 8 images were displayed in random order to the
participants to tease out potential bias caused by ordering effect.

Figure 2: Experimental design

One of the researchers first informed the participants about the general
information about the experiment procedure. All participants then proceeded to complete
the training task as one of the researchers verbally explained the task to them to
familiarize them with the study’s rules. Then participants performed the four
experimental tasks without assistance or interventions.
Each task, including the training task, began with the participant reading a
vignette displayed on the computer screen. Each vignette described a situation where a
person needed to search for a video in order to learn about the features of a product (i.e.
searching for videos containing declarative information) or in an effort to learn a skill
(i.e. searching for videos containing procedural information). At the end of each vignette
participants were given the specific keywords to type in the search box on the simulated
website developed for the experiment.
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After participants entered the given keywords and clicked the “Search” button, a
list of videos was displayed on the search result page. Each video was represented by a
thumbnail image, a title, and the creator’s name. There was a checkbox to the right of
each video, which the participant would select if he or she was interested in adding the
video to the playlist and watch it later. The website did not contain actual videos that
allowed for viewing, so participants would make their selections based on the search goal
described in the vignette and the information cues presented on the search result page.
They were allowed to select as many videos as they would like to watch later. After
participants made their selections in the corresponding checkboxes, they would click on
the “Add to playlist” button at the top of the screen to submit their choices.
After completing the 4 tasks, participants were asked to complete an online
survey, which was used to capture their demographic information, personal
characteristics, and factors that may have a confounding effect on the dependent
construct of the study. Each participant received a $10 gift card to a local coffee shop as
compensation. Figure 3 depicts the stimuli process flow.
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Figure 3: Experimental procedural flow

Figure 4: Example vignette page
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Figure 5: Example search result page

Variables
The unit of analysis in this study is an image. The dependent variable is a binary
variable Selected, which takes the value of 1 if the subject has selected the video
represented by the thumbnail image to add to the playlist by checking the checkbox next
to the image and 0 otherwise.
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Independent Variables
The independent variables include Humans in Image and Preference for Social
Presence. Human is a binary variable indicating whether an image shows human(s)
(including human face only, arms or hands of human interacting with the focal object, or
both face and interactions with the focal object).
Preference for Social Presence represents the extent the individual wants to feel
the presence of human(s) and sociability in an image about the focal object. It is
measured by a set of items, which are adapted from prior studies (Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen
& Straub, 2003), obtained from the post-experiment survey. In the absence of other
people, such as when people use electronic media, social presence serves as a proxy as
the representation of other people in those environments.
Control Variables
We also control for factors related to the image (i.e. Image Position), the
individual (Search Skill, Trust, Visual, Verbal, Age, Gender), and the individual-task
dyad (i.e., Domain Knowledge, Domain Importance, Domain Enjoyment) that may
influence the likelihood the individual may select a video represented by the image.
Image Position represents the position of the image in the list of search results. It
ranges from 1 to 8 with 1 being at the top of the search results and 8 at the bottom of the
results. Rank order has been shown in studies of search to have a potential influence on
people’s evaluation of search results (Animesh et al., 2011; Joachims et al., 2005).
Search Skill measures the perceived amount of skill a person has in searching for
information online (Koufaris, 2002; Novak, Hoffman, & Yung, 2000). In the context of
searching for videos, it measures how well the person perceives he or she is able to use a
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search tool to find videos and make a selection to achieve the search goal. It is computed
based on the questionnaire items adapted from validated items on search skill in prior
studies (Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000).
Trust measures the extent to which the person perceives the results presented to
them are predictable, believable, and correctly displayed as done with a typical search
engine. According to the literature on online behaviors, trust is the belief that others will
act in a way predictable to the expectation of oneself (Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub,
2003). Many studies have used the construct of trust to evaluate people’s perception of
how well information technology, such as websites, represents a predictable and fair
behavior expected of trustworthy human actors (Gefen & Straub, 2003; Hassanien &
Head, 2007). The items for this construct are adapted from those in Cyr et al. (2009) and
Gefen & Straub (2003).
Verbalizer and Visualizer scale measures the preferred verbal style and the
preferred visual style of cognitive processing of an individual respectively. Visual
preference is the partiality to use imagery to remember, recall, and communicate
information whereas verbal preference is lending toward the use words for the same
tasks. We adopted the verbal – visualizer scale (VVS) proposed and validated in prior
research (Childers et al., 1985) to measure these two constructs.
Domain Knowledge measures the perceived amount of knowledge in the domain
associated with the search task that the person has. The items for Domain Knowledge are
adapted from Flynn & Goldsmith (1999). We control for this factor because it may
influence how effectively the person is able to identify relevant information cues, which
will impact his or her evaluation and selection of search results.
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Domain Importance represents the amount of personal interest and significance a
person places on the domain associated with the search task. We adapted the
questionnaire items for this construct from Novak et al. (2000) and McQuarrie & Munson
(1992). We control for this factor because the more important the search domain is to the
person, the more cognitively engaged the person will be when performing the search and
evaluating the search results (Novak et al., 2000).
Domain Enjoyment measures the amount of pleasure and positive emotional
response a person feels in response to the domain associated with the search task. It is
measured by the items adapted from Novak et al. (2000) and Havlena & Holbrook
(1986). We control for Domain Enjoyment due to the potential that a person’s emotional
state can affect behavior during online search (Havlena & Holbrook, 1986).
Age and gender are to allow for differences that may occur during the search that
are a result of generational or gender associations related to the search tasks.
All scale items for these constructs are listed in the Appendix.
Analysis and Results
Data Validation
In preparation for data analysis, a general evaluation of participants’ experimental
data was conducted to identify and remove erroneous or incomplete data. Based on this
evaluation, two participants’ data (#34 and #51) were removed due to incompleteness,
resulting in the final data set consisting of observations from 62 participants.
To ensure the validity of the survey instrument, analysis was conducted to
confirm proper convergent and discriminate validity. In brief, convergent validity ensures
that high correlations correspond to items of the same construct another and discriminant
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validity ensures items with low correlations correspond with items of other constructs.
We conducted a principal components analysis on all items pertaining to Search Skill,
Trust, Domain Knowledge, Domain Importance, Domain Enjoyment, and Preference for
Social Presence. After one item, Trust_01, was dropped due to a weak correlation with
other measures of trust and a low loading on the construct, all the remaining the measures
loaded on their intended variables at or above a .70 loading score (Mackenzie, Podsakoff,
& Podsakoff, 2011). The complete inter-item correlation matrix is shown in the
Appendix.
The z-score composite values of the constructs Search Skill, Trust, Domain
Knowledge, Domain Importance, Domain Enjoyment, and Preference for Social Presence
were included in the hypotheses testing. The descriptive statistics for the variables used in
the analysis can be found in Table 2 and the correlation matrix is located in the appendix.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Human Image
Image Position
Visual (VVS)
Verbal (VVS)
Search skill
Trust
Knowledge
Importance
Enjoyment
Preference Social Pres
Note. N = 496

Min
0
1
23
24
-4.018
-2.951
-0.980
-1.534
-2.533
-2.686

Max
1
8
44
40
0.813
1.396
2.220
1.641
1.777
1.462
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Mean
0.750
4.500
32.984
32.387
0.000
0.000
-0.084
-0.156
-0.017
-0.020

SE
0.010
0.051
0.114
0.082
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.023
0.023

Std. Dev
0.433
2.292
5.057
3.661
1.000
1.000
0.977
0.969
1.043
1.031

Hypotheses Testing
To test the four hypotheses, we performed logistic regressions with Selection as
the dependent variable.
The result of testing H1a and H2a for declarative search tasks is presented in
Table 3. Human has a significant and negative coefficient (b = -0.46, p < 0.01), indicating
the odds of being selected for a video with a thumbnail image showing a human are
36.9% lower than for a video that does not contain a human in its thumbnail image.
Hence, H1a is supported, suggesting that a human image may be considered as a
distraction rather than an information cue that suggests the relevance of the associated
video.
Furthermore, the significant and positive coefficient for Human × Preference for
Social Presence (b = 0.335, p < 0.05), suggesting the negative impact of a human image
on selection is mitigated as the amount of social presence that the individual desires in
the declarative search task increases. Therefore, H2a is also supported.
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Table 3
Declarative task data results with interaction term (H1a & H2a)
Variable
B Coeff
SE
Human Image
-0.460
0.155
Human Img x Pref Soc Pres
0.335
0.153
Controls
Image Position
-0.028
Visual (VVS)
-0.032
Verbal (VVS)
-0.009
Search skill
0.012
Trust
0.090
Knowledge
0.043
Importance
-0.076
Enjoyment
0.033
Social Presence
-0.106
Age
0.005
Gender
0.131
Intercept
0.602
Note. ** p < .05 level, * p < .10 level, N = 498

0.030
0.017
0.020
0.080
0.099
0.107
0.112
0.096
0.138
0.008
0.164
1.044

Sig
0.003**
0.029**

0.345
0.055*
0.660
0.883
0.361
0.686
0.499
0.732
0.444
0.503
0.425
0.564

The result of testing H1b and H2b for procedural search tasks is presented in
Table 4. Human has a negative but insignificant coefficient (b = -0.235, n.s.), indicating
the odds of being selected for a video with a thumbnail image showing a human are not
statistically different from the odds for a video that does not contain a human in its
thumbnail image. Hence, H1b is not supported.
In addition, the significant and positive coefficient for Human × Preference for
Social Presence (b = 0.4, p < 0.01), suggesting the negative impact of a human image on
selection is mitigated as the amount of social presence that the individual desires in the
procedural search task increases. Therefore, H2b is supported.
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Table 4
Procedural task data results with interaction term (H1b & H2b)
Variables
B Coeff
SE
Human Image
-0.235
0.157
Human Img x Pref Soc Pres
0.400
0.151
Controls
Image Position
-0.053
Visual (VVS)
-0.034
Verbal (VVS)
-0.040
Search skill
-0.020
Trust
0.169
Knowledge
0.158
Importance
-0.125
Enjoyment
0.119
Social Presence
-0.200
Age
0.004
Gender
0.120
Intercept
1.669
**
*
Note. p < .05, level, p < .10 level, N = 496

0.030
0.016
0.020
0.077
0.098
0.077
0.102
0.089
0.138
0.008
0.161
1.035

Sig
0.133
0.008**

0.073*
0.036**
0.050*
0.794
0.086
0.040*
0.220
0.180
0.146
0.582
0.455
0.107

In both task types, the interaction term remains to be significant below at or better
than the p < 0.05 level with the b coefficient remaining positive. This finding suggests a
person’s preference for social presence during search mitigates the negative influence of
human image on the odds of selecting the result. The direct effect of having humans in
images was significant for declarative tasks types with a negative b coefficient implying
that the presence of humans decreases the likeliness for selection. In comparison, the
direct effect of humans in images was not significant in procedural tasks. This suggests
that humans in images do not convey richer information in thumbnails of videos because
they are expected to be present as a component or relevant cue of the search object. This
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strengthens the perspective provided by the information foraging theory that people are
more likely to follow information cues relevant to their search goal and represent sources
pertinent to their search task. The summary of hypotheses tests are shown in Table 5.

Table 5
Summary of hypotheses tests
Hypothesis
Declarative Tasks
H1a : Human Image -> (-) Selection
H2a : Human Image x Preference Social Pres -> Selection
Procedural Tasks
H1b : Human Image -> (+) Selection
H2b : Human Image x Preference Social Pres -> Selection

Support
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Discussion
The results of the study provide us with meaningful insights in the way people
perceive the use of humans in images. When people are searching for information about
facts or characteristics about a product, place or event that is not related to a person
(H1a), the findings above suggest that by including people in images, the image is not
perceived as a strong meaningful information cue. This implies that when searching for
this type of information, richer more meaningful cues are best represented when only
including the search object. By including a human in an image, people can perceive the
human as a distraction causing them to avoid associated links. This behavior is aligned
with the precepts of information foraging theory (Pirolli & Card, 1999), where people
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seek meaningful information in an efficient manner, avoiding distracting and less
meaningful cues.
In comparison, when people seek information related to a process or simple
“how-to” instructions, they find humans in images not to be significantly different than
images with the search object alone (H1b). This implies in this type of search task people
perceive the humans in images to have a meaning similar to images without humans. This
can be because people expect and naturally recognize the need for human involvement as
component cue and do not identify the humans in images as a richer information cue
during search.
People’s preferences for social presence also matter during search. The findings
indicate that images containing humans are selected more when people have a preference
for social presence (H2a & H2b). By nature, people differ in their need for social
connections, which variance in participation rates in such social activities such as face
book and clubs. Those individuals that have an inclination toward the social communality
prefer humans as part of their search.
The findings provide an interesting conversation considering the study of online
environments and the use of humans in images. In research focused on retail websites, the
use of humans in images lend to improving a person’s trust in the website (Cyr et al.,
2009, Gefen & Straub, 2003). However in online search, the findings of this study
suggest that humans in images can be a deterrent when people seek declarative facts
about products. For the creators of videos to promote the purchase of products, including
humans in thumbnail images can deter viewers. However, this is not always true when it
comes to procedural or instructional information. In these cases, video creators have the
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option to or not to include humans in their video thumbnails. Furthermore, people’s
preferences do matter and if the target audience for a video has a preference toward social
presence, humans in images may help.
Limitations
Providing the nature of experiments, the generalizability of the theoretical
contribution is limited toward the text of online informational search for videos.
However, the test environment is felt to provide enough variation to evaluate the impact
of humans in images in online environments and proves there is potential for future
testing in other contexts online. Given the results, there is promise to investigate the finer
details when and where human in images can serve as either a benefit or detriment not
only to creators of videos, but also to other areas of advertisement, or product displays, in
an online setting.
The tasks used in the experiment have several presumptions that are limiting the
generalizable guidance in using humans in images. In the experiment, the use of
declarative search tasks presumes the search object is not a human, such as a historical
figure or actor. Therefore limitations exist as the declarative search tasks are not all
inclusive by excluding a human as a potential primary search object. In a similar fashion,
procedural tasks also generalize toward processes where a human typically demonstrates
or performs the information. This reduced the generalization by excluding any processes
that may be exhibited by a machine, such as in a manufacturing assembly process.
In addition, the images selected for the experiment were rigorously evaluated
based on the content of the inclusion or exclusion of a human. Although there was
discussion and judgments made by all three authors to filter images to prevent biases
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concerning attractiveness, age, and gender of the person in the image, these assessments
did not follow the same degree of rigor as did the screening for human in images or not.
Therefore, even with the authors’ filtering, there remains the possibility that these
additional characteristics may have an influence on the search result selection decision.
Future research might clarify their potential effects or not. .
Overall, this is the first study to our knowledge that explores search through the
theoretical lens of information foraging and the implications of a person’s preference for
social presence in online environments. Addressing the limitations above in future studies
can help resolve the how and when to use humans in image and add to the current
theoretical perspectives of online search and serve practitioners wherever imagery is used
in websites.
Implications and Future Research
This research shows promise to make a theoretical contribution to the study of
online search behaviors and the use of human in images online. First, this study indicates
there is a need to explore how images presented on websites can affect people’s search
and selection behaviors. We discover that different search tasks impact how people view
the information presented in images. When searching for information regarding facts
about objects (e.g., products, events, places, etc.), human in images are considered a
distraction in search. In comparison, such a negative effect of human in images was not
found in search tasks where human agency appears to part of the informational
component of the search goal.
Overall, this work begins to nuance the differences in current literature suggesting
humans in images can benefit a website (e.g. Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003).
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The findings raise the question as to what contexts humans in images influence outcomes.
When considering other varieties of searches where images are important, such as for
travel destinations (e.g. Expedia, Travelocity), news articles (e.g. Google News), and/or
social connections (e.g. Facebook, Instagram), how do humans in images impact people’s
evaluation and selection behaviors in those contexts.
Furthermore, this study finds people’s personal preference concerning social
presence in their search can influence the impact of human in images on their selections.
This finding suggests a need to further explore in what contexts those preferences play a
more important role and which theoretical lens should be used to examine the
effectiveness of human images in online environment. This can also stem other research
in areas where the personalized web may be able to adapt what people view based on
their preferences in search.
This study also contributes to the body of work related to information foraging
theory by providing a non-rational element – people’s preference toward social presence
– to help explain their search behavior,. Primarily, information foraging theory poses a
rational choice approach to search where information cues are weighed based on the
opportunity cost versus the amount of expended resources (Pirolli & Card, 1999). From
this, cognitive models are developed based on the principle of assessing the relevance and
the utility of the cue. This study expands the assessment of information cues to include
the preferences of the individual such as the individual’s preference for social
connectiveness and its associated affective response toward humans in images. In doings
so, this work augments the information foraging literature by highlighting the role of
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individual preferences in shaping people’s search behavior in addition to the rational
aspect of their decision making.
From a practical perspective, this research provides advice to website designers,
video content creators, and companies providing video hosting and searching services.
Our findings suggest for video content creators to take advantage of focus groups to
understand the preferences toward social presence of their target audience and develop
appropriate imagery for their thumbnails. Also, it is important for video creators to
understand the type of information they are providing to viewers and how imagery can be
made more appealing when people search for related topics. These efforts can increase
the likeliness of selection and views of their content.
Conclusion
We show how the use of humans in images can impact people’s evaluation and
selection behaviors during search. The results of this study imply that there are nuanced
considerations that need to be made when using humans in thumbnail images in online
video search context. Researchers need to consider the task type and people’s preference
toward social presence when investigating the use of humans in images. Also, for
practitioners and video creators, this study provides some guidance regarding the content
of their thumbnail images. Additionally, this study illustrates the potential to continue to
investigate other contexts where the use of humans in images can point users to
information sources pertaining to new products, news, entertainment, and other online
websites. Lastly, this work can be expanded to examine other personal differences people
possess that can impact their online search and evaluation behaviors.
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Appendix A
Scales used in Survey Instrument
Search Skill
Adapted from Koufaris, 2002; Novak et al., 2000
7 point Likert scale – Disagree / Agree
1. I am very skilled at searching for videos online
2. I know how to search for videos I want
3. I am very good at searching for videos online
Trust
Adapted from Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003
7 point Likert scale – Disagree / Agree
1. Considering the search results from the experiment…
2. The results given are what I would expect from an online search for videos
3. I trust the search engine result pages
4. I trust the search engine result pages do the job right
5. I trust the information presented in the search engine result pages
Knowledge
Adapted from Flynn & Goldsmith, 1999
7 point Likert scale – Disagree / Agree (blank spaces are for search tasks)
1. I am very knowledgeable about ___.
2. Among my family and friends, I am one of the experts on ___.
3. I feel very knowledgeable about ___.
4. Compared to most other people, I know more about ___.
5. When it comes to ___ I really know a lot.
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Product Importance
Adapted from McQuarrie & Munson, 1992; Novak et al., 2000
7 point polar scale (blank spaces are for search tasks)
1. To me knowing ___ is…
2. Unimportant / Important
3. Irrelevant / Relevant
4. Means nothing / Means a lot
5. Doesn’t matter / Matters
6. Of no concern / Of concern
Enjoyment
Adapted from Novak et al., 2000; Havlena & Holbrook, 1986
7 point polar scale (blank spaces are for search tasks)
Searching for videos about ___ makes me…
1. Unhappy / Happy
2. Annoyed / Pleased
3. Unsatisfied / Satisfied
4. Gloomy / Contented
5. Bored / Excited
Social Presence
Adapted from Cyr et al., 2009; Gefen & Straub, 2003
7 point Likert scale – Disagree / Agree
In thumbnail images representing videos on search result pages about ___ , I want
a sense of…
1. Human Warmth
2. Personalness
3. Human Sensitivity
4. Sociability
5. Human Contact
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Style of Processing Scale (Childers et al., 1985)
Instructions: The aim of this exercise is to determine the style or manner you use when
carrying out different mental tasks. Your answers to the questions should reflect the
manner in which you typically engage in each of the tasks mentioned. There is no right or
wrong answers, we only ask that you provide honest and accurate answers. Please answer
each question by circling one of the four possible responses. For example, if I provided
the statement, "I seldom read books," and this was your typical behavior, even though
you might read say one book a year, you would circle the "ALWAYS TRUE" response.
Item Response: always true, usually true, usually false, always false
1. I enjoy doing work that requires the use of words (W)
2. There are some special times in my life that I like to relive by mentally
"picturing" just how everything looked (P)*
3. I can never seem to find the right word when I need it (W)*
4. I do a lot of reading (W)
5. When I'm trying to learn something new, I'd rather watch a demonstration than
read how to do it (P)*
6. I think I often use words in the wrong way (W)
7. I enjoy learning new words (W)
8. I like to picture how I could fix up my apartment or a room if I could buy
anything I wanted (P)*
9. I often make written notes to myself (W)
10. I like to daydream (P)*
11. I generally prefer to use a diagram rather than a written set of instructions (P)*
12. I like to "doodle" (P)*
13. I find it helps to think in terms of mental pictures when doing many things (P)*
14. After I meet someone for the first time, I can usually remember what they look
like, but not much about them (P)*
15. I like to think of synonyms for words (W)
16. When I have forgotten something I frequently try to form a mental "picture" to
remember it (P)*
17. I like learning new words (W)
18. I prefer to read instructions about how to do something rather than have someone
show me (W)
19. I prefer activities that don't require a lot of reading (W)*
20. I seldom daydream (P)
21. I spend very little time attempting to increase my vocabulary (W)*
22. My thinking often consists of mental "pictures" or images (P)*
Note: (W) = Verbal items, (P) = visual items, * = items reversed for scoring.
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Appendix B Data Validation
Survey Instrument Correlation Matrix (page 1)
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Survey Instrument Correlation Matrix (page 2)
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Rotated Component Matrix
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Conclusion
This dissertation offers both theoretical and practical contributions related to
people’s evaluation and selection behaviors during online search. This research provides
a more detailed perspective of the strength of information cues by taking a deeper look at
the influence of images in search result pages. First, we investigate how image relevancy
impacts the evaluation of search results. Second, we illustrate how humans in images
impact the evaluation decision in declarative and procedural search tasks. Lastly, we look
at the moderating effect of personal preference toward social presence on the relationship
between humans in images and selection decisions.
Furthermore, this dissertation provides insights to practitioners giving an
insightful view of how people evaluate search pages. Based on the findings, we
recommend that practitioners are carefully evaluating the images displayed in search
results in terms of relevancy and the depiction of humans. Images need to convey
information relevant to people’s search goal. Also, if human agency is not a component
of the information that people are searching for, humans in images should be avoided
except in situations where people have a strong preference toward social presence in their
search.
In conclusion, this research is intended to start a stream of research that looks
deeper into the online search process investigating the way people conduct search online.
With this work we have begun to look at images as information cues and the distinction
between different search tasks and people’s preferences. Future research may further
explore the influence of other information cues and individual differences on online
search behavior.
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